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VOL. XXII NO. 113

PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 14, 1907

POLICE CUT SHORT 'ST. BERNARD COAL COMPANY
BRIEF CAREER AS RESIGNS RIVER TRADE FOR
CONFIDENCE MAN
LACK OF CARS TO ITS MINES

Dear Doctor

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

FIELD TRIALS OF HON. JOHN K. HENDRICK WILL
BIRD DOGS BEGIN BE MENTIONED FOR SENATOR
ON NEXT TUESDAY IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Phyeicians fees have at last Yielded to the upward pressure of orices.
and henceforth patients will
may
$2,5e for a day visit, and $5 for a
night visit after to o'clock. This is
an increase of So cents for the day,
and one dollar for the night visits,
Bernard Thorne is Charged
Hick min 'ount 's RepresentaInquiry among the doctors as to the Valuable Animals are Being
increase revealed that they have to
With Getting $90
Brought Here on Their Way
tive is Alread3 for McCrackbuy bread and meat and pay plumbLogan County Stranger and
ers, veal dealers and ice men, hire
to La Center From All Secten County Mao and Westeru
carpenters and bricklayets, just like
is Arrested Before He Can
ions
of
Country—Many
are
all other ettizens, and at the advanced
Kentucky May Take Up His
prices the great common people are
Get Away From Paducah.
Already in the Field.
Cause Later OIL
paying for all commodities. For 21
years, they say, the fees for physicians' e,iisits have remained stationary
J. F. ADDISON SAW SIGHTS
at $2 for the day and $4 for the night SPORTSMEN EXPEC1` TO HUNT
Judge D. H. Hughes went to Mur- Will Not Say is l'andidate. But
Coal car shortage in Kentucky and and larger engines, and it wits found visits in Paducah, and they point to
ray this morning to represent Mr. J.
particularly in west Kentucky. has that the small cars would not remain the greatly increased cost of living
is Unquestioned That He
McEirath in the litigation resultcaused the St. Bernard Coal company. on the track when coupled to the as a justification for the advance.
The pollee believe that in the ar- which has been in the river
The field trials and competitive ing from the settlement of the %V. P.
Would not Decline to Allow
coal busi- larger ones. Mr. Harahan, now the Speculation is going the rounds as to
rest of Bernard Thorn on the etarge ness in Paducah 32
years, to with- railroad's president, personaily looked whether it would be cheaper to die contests of bird dogs to be held at Gatlin estate. Mr. Gatlin was a
of fleecing J. F. Addison, a Logan draw from that branch of
H is Name to Go 'Before the
the local Into the situation and agreed as a right off than to have ac extended La ()enter beginning next Tuesday is wealthy banker of Murray and concounty farmer, 03t11. Of $90 in cash, coal business. This move
of absorbing interest now to those trolled an immense estate, but during
has been solution to furnish the company 25 spell of sickness.
Legislature.
they have nipped in the bed the imminent for the last
who are food of shooting quail, and the last few months of his life time
two or three cars for its exclusive use, bringing
career of a confidence mate the bung- yeale owing to the great disadvan- five cars here every
the
event
he
promises
was
to
bring
a Large
in such condition that incomday. These cars
log work he did of the "job" last ;tag, to whit this
crowd of sports to the pretty little plete records were kept of his settlecompany has been were labeled and for a few me,
night causing the officers to think it placed through lack of transportation ran
city in Ballard county on that claT. meats, and as a consequence, a great
Friends of Hon. John K. Hendrick
exclusively from the mines to
was one of his first attempts.
Already fine dogs are beginning to tangle was found when the adminis- ill the F.
fad I ties,
tipple here. Soon. however. they
district have started a
Aecurding to the story Addison
alTiVb. many of them from a
long trator took charge and a great deal imoin for him for United States semiAs far as local coal dealers can began to get scattered, and the regutold Judge Crate this morning, he see, there is no prospect of an im- lar five cars a day
distance, and reports from down of litigation has resulted. Mr. Gatlin atom' and are confident that. should
dwindled to three,
met Thorne, who is young and provement in the coal car
around La Center and Hinkleville is was in the grocery and hardware he enter 111.. race, he would have the
service this two and sometimes one a day, and
handsome and fiaehily deer:sod, on the winter over last winter.
that the fields are full of dogs and business with Mr. McEirath. but sev- auppeit u; almost the solid delegation
If anything that was the beginning of the trouble
platform at the Norbonvilie station. it will be a still severer scarcity.
their owners, who are training for eral years before his dealh field his from the First district, which
The which has now caused the St. Berwould
Thorne engaged him In convereation present record high prices
the big contest. This morning two interest to Mr. McElrath and since certainly- make hint a formidable
for coal, nard to withdraw from the river
canand, finding out that he was coming however, are not expected
hunters, Dan Blackwell and S. E. his death the administrator has found didate.
to advance. business.
to Paducah, prevailed upon Addison especially in
Holloway. from Nicholasville, arrived some notes that did not have any
the face of an undoubted
The Clinton Gazette, edited by E.
The St. Bernard comapny here
to pay his way here, telling him decline In prices in almost
here with tour fine dogs which they credits on them. while others had B.
all lines owns the towboat Mary N.. which it
Walker, I hairman of the DemoHopkinsville,
Ky.,
Nov.
11.—(Spethat his father lived here and he With the withdrawal of
will enter, and in addition have made credits far in excess of the face of the cratic
the St. Ber- is renting for towing purposes, a
committee of Hickman county,
cial.)—Six masked
men dragged arrangements to stay over and hunt notes, and the courts have been inwould return the money as soon as nard Coal company from the river
comes out in an editorial this week,
number of barges. and has leased John Wicks, a tobacco
buyer, from for several days.
they should arrive.
After arrival trade, the immense river business La
voked to staaighten out matters.
calling on the Democratic representswharfage space between Kentucky the home of William West. In north
here Thorne said his father was out thet Paducah
Another n.oted hunter to arrive is
harbor, acknowledged avenue and Washington street. What
tives and senators to support Mr.
Christian, and
beat him severely. Mr.
in the country and would return this the largest steamboat
Walter Lawall, of Easton, Pa .
city in the disposition will be made of these
Hendrick, Mr. Wa:ker Is a close perThey forced him to dress and saddle
morning. Addison said that they United States, goes to the West Kensonal friend of Mr. eaeketneathe ripfacilities, Including _the tipple, has not his horse and ride to Hopkinsville, who brought his $1,5410 pointer along
eent to several sal000s and finally tucky -Coal company.
to enter him Th the Contests.
rtsentiltee frem Fulton and 'kickbeen announced at the offices of the telling him they would hang him
if
became
slightly intoxicated and
How long the West Kentucky Coal company
man counties, Mr. Jackson being
Fortunately for the hunters they
he returned. He is in a serious conThorne suggested that they go to the company will
have the field undiswill be able to attend the contests,
openly avowed against Beckham :or
dition.
Word
was
received
here
that
Western Turf, 119 Broadway, and puted is not known, as the Pittsburg
the senate.
day riders are en route here from hunt awhile, and get away before the
engage a room .
Coal company, receiving its coal also
Mr. Hendrick is very popular In
North Christian to order bitters not new ruling of railroads prohibiting
This they did and Thorne wrote by river and unhampered by railroad ,
dogs being checked' as regular bagthe
First distriat and as the nominee
to
buy
ally
more
tobacco,
register
upon the
"J. B. Howkines and transportation problems, may enter
gage, goes into effect.
for attorney • general led the state
were assigned to the trade at any time. This probafather." They
The open season ror hunting quail
ticket by several thousand, though
Owensboro, Ky., Nov. II.—(Speroom 9. at the hotel and retired. Ad - bility becomes practically a certainty
begins November 15, and hunters are
political enemies in some *melons
Moon said h. awoke sometime about as the big tipple being built by the
chile- The big tobacco Lam of
scratched him in voting.
anxiously awaiting the day, and will
midnight and found that Thorpe was Pittsburg Coal company on the river
Vowel's Bros. was destroyed by fire
Interurban
°pet-attune
around Patake advantage of every day possible
Mr Heedrie, from hls manner ti
gone with $9%) in. money, which he bank near the Paducah furniture facat West Louisville. this county, last
as the time is exceedingly short this durah await the action of the board meaning when asked aeout
had In his trousers pocket.
the ho
night. Seven thousand pounds were
tory, nears completion. It was anyear, in which the birds may be shot. of aldermen. By some 0Aersight rha ii th'ated
he eeuld not be By
Re reported the matter to the po- nounced at the beginning of this
burned. The loss is $1.0110. Vowells
In addition to the game laws the ordinance, admitting the Paducah to acreptiug the
nenitnatien she
llee and a search was made for structure that it would be the largest
had not pooled his tobacco.
hunters have to be careful on whose Southern Electric railway into the his party (leant it.expedient
Thorne He was found in a room coal elevator in the United States anti
to
St
eremites they hunt, as they are Bee caty, and paned twice by the emineal
l'SterebVig.
Nov. 14.—The
change in its non.
above Bud Quarles' saloon at the equipped eith the most modern deble to indictment for going into board, was not referred first to the
third douma opened at It o'clock tot7nion, ?ninon. He was arrested and vices for rapid and economical handfields without permission of the own- ordinanee committee and the alderday in the Tit-tire:iv
$75 was found on his person.
ling of coal. It is said that a new surrounded
era. Many farmers will not extend men committed the paper to that
with troops.
Thorne was locked up and this device to load steamboats in a frac.
the privilege under any circum- committee. If any (-hangers, however
Nicholas
Homalkoff
wan
morning was arraigned before Judge tion of the time now required by
stance's. The committee in charge slight, are made in the ordinance by
speo ettepeatel
Croce on a charge of grand larcene, hand, will be a feature of the new peeelmos mem
Serious injurieu were received
of the arrangements for the field committee, it will be neeesteary for
the trial being set for next Wednes- tipple, which, if realized, will add in- handbills broacckeet announcing their
runaway at 1
o'clock
today
trials have permission from every the council again to pass it twice,
day. He told the judge this morning terest to the competition for the boat intention to blow up the assembbe
allswes Laura Belle and Hoc'
farmer
the
territory
in
thus
that
will
be
delaying
the
No
further
spot
proceedure
was
more
carefully
guarded
rhse his home Is at Cerulean Springs business, as the method of loading
Prince, daughters of Mr. John PHI
covered to enter the fields on the day of the railroad a month or more. Acthan the palate
The douma is reaLl that his father liver, there. He by hand is tedious.
of Twentieth and Jackson
Are
of
the trial and before. If it is de- tiie operatione from Paducah to May
garded as the tool in the court parhas been in I'adueah before and has
Mists Laura Belle Prince eas Ore
Two gigantic companies will come
sired to try out the doqs: but the field await this action, as the-surveyty's
hands.
-11
packed
was
by men'
a number of acquaintances here.
from the buggy and reeeited
into competition if the West Kentucky
.
agreements carry with it that no ore and euglneers cannot g c to work
archists dering the elections. Mamore serieme internal injuries). eivai
Paducah as the home of fine shoetine whatever will be allowed. until the
Coal company and the Pittsburg Coal
Paduieti frenchie is :+echine guns were placed' opposibe the
Mies ilo,nnie Prime jumped and xe•-;
company clash for the trade. Each
churches is-likely to achieve a repuMrs. Tandy Gets $998.
Ilt,
C1.
palace to command all approaches.
bruesed and strained. lloctOrsa lot
gets
uninterrupted
river
home
tation
its
lodge
in
coal
of
as
the
fine
by
alyesterday
Insurance adjusters
were summoned found them gerecuebuildings, if the spirit of the lodges
lowed Mrs. Harry Tandy $993 fo streams of barges and each had the
ly thoueh not dangerously injured
to get into quarters of their own
rover damage to her residence at St. Bernard Coal company at a disand they will be kept in bed for seveontitrues. The Knights of Pythiai
Twelfth and Broadway, which was advantage for that reason. Heretoeral days partly from the shock of
have a welt-developed case of borne
partially destroyed by fire ten days fore It has been necessary to bring
Washington, Nov. 14.—The Cee- the tiecidetit.
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 14.--(Spo- sickness and a committee is actively
the St. Bernard coal from the mines
ago.
tral American peace conference, whit!'
by rail, and unload it at the tipple cial.)—The court of appeals, by Com- at work on plans for a new home for
Is expected to result in making wars
in Mechanirsburg onto barges whence missioner Clay, affirmed the case of the lodge. Arrangements have not
Preparing His Brief.
between the five republics impoesi
it was taken to the company's docks the commonwealth by revenue agent. admixed for enough for prices to be
Attorney C. C. Gerasshani is pre- at the foot of Kentucky avenue. against the Chicago, St. Louis & New secured on property, but this stage
ine, opened this afternoon, with
paring a brief in the case of 0. C.
Secretary Root making the address
From the barges here it was loaded Orelans railroad. The suit was to of the desire will arrive in the near
New York. Nov. 14 --Cortelyou
La.aher representing the credtors.
of weleonie.
to the boats. The other, companies have the franchise of the road as- future. The bending and property
ieday
for the first time since he beagainst J. D. Foley, bankrupt. of
sessed
for
taxation
for the years now owned by the Woman's club on
load to the boats from the original
The lames Cential pay car will be
'ante seareiary of the t rea3Un. pubSmithland.
Kentucky avenue near Sixth street
barges brought from the mines at 1899 to 1904, as omitted property.
here Satin-day -and %yr! payoff Ib
di/Alt-wed the country's financial
was a favored location for a lodge
Casey villa- and 'Pittsburg.
checks, as has been the invariable
problem.,. Hee tatid the present crisis
MONMOUTH COLLEGE IS
home, but it was bought by the WoThirty-two Years.
custom of the road for years. The
has talught the value of credit in the
BURNING--STI'DENT DEAD.
man's club before definite action
Thirty-two years ago the St. BerThe new building to be occupied business world
report current this week that the
end the Arnim of ellcould be taken by the Knights of
need Coal company entered the river
compane would send
the curency by St. Maryae- academy is rapidly operation. He said he believed that
Nov. 14.—Messages trade in Paducah and was the sole
Peoria.
A. Holtz, chief water tender, and Pythias:. The property at Sixth here is an error, according to Super- nearing completion and It is expected If money now
was ordered put back
from Monmouth. Ill., states that the company in the business. For years
Kentucky avenue, which is
A.
L. Deranek, gunner's mate, repre- street and
intendent Egan, who was in the city that it will be ready for occupancy by in circulation ctmclitionts %eld
bicollege- is burning and one student The company flourished, and indeed
vacant, is al-so considered a fine loNew Year's. When completed it will come normal
last night.
senting the United States navy. are
in
24
hours.
He
wed
was killed by falling walls,
several
other
corners
cation and
near
has flourished until the car shortage
be one of the handsomest school we must not hurry
in the city to recruit for the navy.
legislation, but
The local banks will cash the railthe business district have been sugof the last few years rendered its
buil-Canes in WesteAl Kentucky. being various plane
The
the
office
basement
is
in
of
for currencyr,ferule
the
road
pay
checks,
as usual, but they
gested. It is not expected that the
supply of river coal uncertain. let
BANNERMAN IS SERIOUSLY
$25,000.
erected at a cost of about
must be examined. SO a final elevision
.postoffice and indications are for
Knights of Pythias will erect as -wall only give cashiers' checks in payILL OF HEART TROUBLE. first the company owned its own
will
-numerous
tiler
during
result in a sound conclitien
enlistments
ment,
checks
doing
on
all
are
as
they
elaborate a building as would, be nee
London. Nov. 14.—Premier Ban- "dummy" cars, which were specially
two weeks' stay here. Sallar_life is emery on. Broadway, wbere
the op- However, the people have grown acnerman is seriously ill of hart, built for the tipple and were ten or
entertainingly explained by the two
portunity to rent ofites makes a customed to their use, and there
twelve feet long. The Illinois CenTrouble.
med. Hanson McCann, of 1041 Jef- large investment profitable,
but the should he no trouble for any one.
tral furnished a small engine and a
ferson street, a member of the crew
building will be commodioue and a The merchants In Paducah are extrain of these cars arrived from the
of the battleship Kentucky, is in the thorough-going
changing $1.05 in trade for the
F. S. Arbogast was treed in police
home.
mines every day. As long as this
city on a furlough preceding the trip
makes them worth
court this morning on a charge of
Neighborly visite among the lodges cheeks, which
system was followed, no trouble was
of his ship around Cape Horn. He of
being drunk and disorderly and was
Knights of Pathies in the vicinity more than their par value, and is
But later large coa
Clevelant,'"` Nov. 14.— T om John- experienced.
will return to the ship in the next
iineclege and given e0 days in the
Paducah seem to be a well-estab- proving quite a stimulant to business.
of
small
cars
attached
were
to
the
•ars
son, mayor, in a statement says that
few days.
The Illinois Central Railroad comcomity jail, the eja i 1 enntence 'Meng
!tithed custom. Monday night the lounder no circumstances will be aca
-cal K. of P. lodge will be visited by pany has instructed its local offices,
eispended on the condition that he
cept the presidential nomination.
the lodges from Mayfield and Metrcepeefreight- and passenger, to accept
'eaves the city. Arbogast was brought
THE WEATHER.
He will support Bryan. Johnson rein payment__ for
Olia and an evenirg of lodge work cashiers' checks
here front a northern city -to take the
"Ala3ei Ye.aer neglit appoint a
fused an Invitatien to attend the
position of superintendent of the
and social enniement will be spent. freight and tickets, and every line et' competent
and
Washington
committee of experienced
Bryan_banquet at
Finley glass plant, but soon after his
Probably forty will come from Mae - trade now accepts them as readily river'men
to
watch
the
rivers
and
the Commercial club dinner at Kandenominations
from one
field, in fact nearly the whole lodge, as cash,_ in
when. a favorable stage all along the Arrival he was discharged. He Wen
sas City.
which is a creation of the Padneab dollar to twenty, they are serving line
Menet and last night went mit to
is shown, notify the war depart- got
lodge, and perhaps thirty will come their purpose probably as well as ment
the:plate and forced his way in and
In Washington to send the gun.
took charge. The police were- sumfrom Metropolis. Second and third currency would.
boat Paducah here to receive the 'silrank work will be carried out by the
ver service," was the suggestion thie moned and he was arrested and
brought to the lockup.
visiting lodges and a banquet will end
morning as a means of insuring that
the evening.
the presentation will take place in
Presidential bees are -not on13 .
Paducah. A life-long river man said
Louisville, Nov. 14.—(Ssecial.)Louisville, Ky, Nov. 14. (Special.) that there should
be no difficulty in
street eummIng anMnd amerants for the ,
At an all-night meeting of
--Record price for 1907 Burley was
executive's loser ion at Washgetting the Paducah up here, as it is
car employes last night a vote was chief
rem-lied
today
Kentucky
when
a
the school board here a
not much larger than the Nashville.
On account of the conditions Kentaken to strike at midnight tonight in.gton. In
have broken
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot will house sold 8 hogsheads of Hart coun- which came tip safely. He stated tucky coal operators have shut down
The company refused to arbitrate 'hole hive seems to
recommend to the county court that ty leaf for $16.75 to $17.
race may be as varied
that the river is not AS uncertain in in some instances and it Is said that
about reinstating 18 men fired for loose and the
arena.,
political
larger
before another election the precincts
the fall as in the spring, when the the public is now facing a coal short-.
the
in
its
it
Is
progress
cause. Conferencias are in
of Gellman'., Kirkpatrick's and Savthe position of preen'
rises are swift and often prefaced ige, and dealers are advising those
the mayor and directors of the cit3 Mentioned for
three
age's be divided and a new voting
only by- torrential rains. It Is, more who are in a position to do so to lay
railway being appealed to to stop the dent of the school board are
precinct be created from each. At
Meows. S. H. Winthan likely that a stage will be In a sapply of coal. On account _of
strike. 1..Nearly 1.000 men are in- new members,
Washington, Nov. 14. — Loeb's reachlid, which would permit of the the condition's' the price of coal has
the recent. election 482 voles were
J. K. Boodurant and W. J.
volved. VP
registered at Gellman's, 425 at Kirk- declination of the presidency of the Paducah coming up and at the same Already jumped to 15 cents
Hills: while, of the etc" members, C.
v
local street car
.
...2.04Lan; ya• taken tinleespins to!e_lityth to
deices and 425 at Savage's.
pees altahel atel it!, said it May go highe'v
-.aliens Is ehe principal aspirant.
to 'Mean that -Roosevelt has dechleti ge under the Cerro brides,. 'the fa, .ore many days, I:Minicab 44`10'1'N
Several nomtnattons probably will re
Fair tonight and Friday. Not much
(Jets ii Continuance.
to run once more for president. Loeb rise will be steady and If closets in pot deliver less -than 12 worth to
met in "the December meeting when
Highest
Mamie Cain. charged with ruillne 'had ‘iirirtiy. Prentilired rti-v
-iiatilit
take lwatchs41 by etch a committee-, siMuln a eirernner itind yesterday th;
'Preldffeht Potter etepit out, irelees the Awake le,. ieniperatute.
man temperature yesterejay, 45; lowest to- "Aunt Phoebe." was given e continu- the sbreet car job after the first of I give ample time for a trip of the gun
clarifies
one
,
and
SPOMV
14.—(Specisl
meters were filled with 11 bushel:
ituation
Nov.
bona',
Ft
iday, 28.
the year.
ance In pollee court until Tuesdgy.
ts the general choice.
boat from New Orleans to Paducah. stead of 13 as before,
Wheat, 96; -Corn. 62%; oats, 49.
•
e

GATLIN'S ESTATE
IS COMPLICATED
BY LAX RECORDS

Has Been in Trade Here Thirty-Two
Years But Railroad Conditions
are Just Now Adverse.

DAY RIDERS GO TO
HOPKINSVILLE TO
WARN THE BUYERS

INTERURBAN IS
WAITING ACTION
OF CITY COUNCIL

DOIJMA CONVENES
REDS THREATEN TO
DESTROY PALACE

PYTHIAN CASTLE
elected
ONE OF THE PLANS
OF LOCAL LODGE

SISTERS ARE HURT

CASHIERS' CHECKS
BUY TICKETS AND
PAY FOR FREIGHT

C. ST. L. 4 N. 0. HELD

THE PEACE CONFERENCE

VALUE OF CREDIT

ST. MARY'S ACADEMY

JACK TAR IN TOWN

PADUCa SHOULD
BE ABLE TO REACH
CITY THIS MONTI'

JOHNSON FOR BRYAN

LOUISVILLE TO HAVE
STREET CAR STRIKE

WOULD RUN PLANT

FOUR MENTIONED
FOR PRESIDENCY
OF SCHOOL BOARD

RECORD BURLEY PRICES

rho

FACING COAL FAMINE

()THREE MORE PRECINCTS

LOEB DECLINES

FAAICU.

Grain Market.

1

i

•
4rWO.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14,

IE PADUCA 11 EVENING SUN

ffilem"Se__
COPLZ.I.J4T1 MAMMA
Ayer's Non - Alcoholic Cherry Pectoral
•s.=b. NNW Gnaw Ilapiresaisal
Wi'd Cberry . . •Or., Ito Towne .... I oils.
4 (Ira. Car la •ea .
ci,e.J.. I lkob Distil
I Ora.
4 Or. TerplzI Hyllibto . to,.
w tuts. Yine . .
1.
•
•Ora. heroin
6...,ss
I Ore. ly.,ertu,(1. P.. .•Droste
.. .
Show this to your doctor and ask
Water - tialleteat
ono Auld ounce.
him if he knows anything beiter We have DO secrets 1 We pals....ass
J. C./ger 00..
Lawall. Kowa
us•formulae stall asse wtogi•Urto.
1st c,ouglo, colds, bronchitis.

We Tell

J. A. THOMPSON

AT THE RINK

•

DIES

AT TUPELO, MISS.,
SHOCK OF HIS FAMILY.

To

Son From Mikis City Has (erne to
Attend Funeral—Buried With
Masonic Honors.

Mr. Henry G. Thompson, the druggist, received a telegram yesterday
afternoon announcing the death of
his father, Hou. Jerry A. Thom-peon.
at Tupelo,'Miss. Mr. Thompson Mad
long been a sufferer from Bright's
disease and although a,teiegrana was
received early
yeeterdait morni ng
seating that he was in a dangerous
eons:teflon, it wart thought he was not
dying. lie was a prominent business
as
man, and had served one term
sheriff of his county. A family of
ten children survive-, two of them being well known in
Paducah. Mr.
Henry G. Thompson and Mr. William
Thompeon, the Illinois Central engineer, who formerly had a run out of
this city, but who recently has been
changed to run on, the Cairo and Mem
piths
Mr. Them peon left last night at
9:3e for Tupelo to attend the funeral, wbkh will take place this afternoon under the auspices of the
Masonic lodge.

Edgar S'eluyo. as

"Strongheart" at The Kentueky Friday Night.

dress was on exhibition in the Industrial Museum in Paris and was made
by a blind man in the Infirmary of
t the Blind workshop. The Great Bun kerr pleaded with the officials
ffi
for one
seek. makine his trips dafly, but
. -' finally persuaded them„Into selling it.
"strongiesvirt.- - .4-glisspeels-1 -vaiet- iirtaierTed-by
Edgar Selwyn as the college-bred i Bunkerr to do nothing but attend et.
Monday nigh
Indian in William C. De Mille's corn- the valuable dress.
edy-drama of "Strongheart" will Ithe Gfeat Bunkerr will be seen as
make his stellar debut in this city the feature vaudeville act with the
tomorrow night. Mr, Selwyn will be DePew-Burdette company. •
The dress will also be *used for
offered under the business direction
of Henry B. _Harris and this is an Monday night to keep the ladies
assurance that he will be given the guessing where such a dress conld
full benefit of a flest-class company. ever come from. This is done be
Mr. Selwyn's claim to distinction it, cause a great number of ladies will
previous years was won in a number be present, owing to the fact that
of important roles in the support of ladies will be admitted free Monday
such well known stars as Ethel Bar- night. The Depew-Burdette Stock
rymore. William Gillette and Maude company is said to be the largest orAdams, and in choosing him to-por-jeanization traveling, carryfug their
tray "Strongheart" lifre 'Harris mad* awn carload of scenery together with
the selection _ealy after a thorough a dgathering of actors and actresses
canvass of the field of romantic never before seen at popular prices.
actors,
The opening bill for Monday night
is that beautiful story of life in VirDePew-Burdette stock Company.
ginia, "An American Girl," seen last
The Great Bunkerr, who comes year at highest prices. It Is a play
with the Depevr-Burdette Stock com- blended with deep heart.interest.
pany to the Kentucky theater next stirring climaxes, dramatic situations
week, commencing Monday, Nove M and pathos. Mr. Thomas E. Depew
her 18, claims to have the only dress will be seen -in his famous comedy
of its kind ever made. It is a rich character ertetion. "Ross Bolter," in
silk of the finest quality, with 1,000 "The Ameritan Girl."
yards in it. The Great Bunkerr
Bathing Makes Hair Gray.
bought the dress in Paris. France.
last year and paid Seem° for It The
"How gray I've gotten," wild the
lady, miserably. "Yet, before I came
.
ten
here to the shore I hadn't a wirite
hair."
"Madame, it is the balling," said
the matteeure 'Sit water, while in a
Come ;110 -Iimulate your
way it strenethens the hair, tee,
coarsens. drk-s and grays it. You
riper-11 : •
,ff that tired
have bathed every day eince June.
fr-r1 1
In consequence your hair ha thick'eel. but It has also turned selittlie

THEATRICAL NOTES

.
r
.
r.r
.
r.
r.rA

Chile Parlor

Chi

on Carne

water _bathing
madame,
would be a most exceffent tonic for
the, hair if before going into the nee
merit ,
Li e• etel eentleand after coming out of it one-rubbed
a little pure oil into the scalp. The
o
11 al,
'
111,
hair would then grow- strong in the
H t
timetles
salt air and the sunshine without
growing coarse 0, whiteindeed, as
its etrength increased,• it woule ine
crease in like manfrier in fineness.
1 18 5, Fourth St.
supplentes and
brilliancy."e---New
• 44110a4r,i Orleans Times-Democrat.

loth!
hut ii ,

healthful
et antidote to

C. Shriide-r

Seats on Sale at

This
is the trademarkwhich
is on every
genuine
bottle of

Scott's Emulsion
sold in nearly all the countries of
the world. Nothing equals it to
build up the weak and wasted
bodies of young and old.
Al! Druggists 50.e. sod $1.00.

FOOTBALL
•
GAME BETWEEN CI'LLEVS AND
W. K. C. To
row.

)'Ll N F ES TO ATTRACT BRILLIANT CROWDS EACH NIGHT.

Skaters St-pt Time to Musk and Won
Approbation of Manager (IglubatUgh on That Account.

HUMAN RACE AFFLICT=
ED WITH QUEER DISEASE
Cooper Says Internal Parasites Cause
Much Suffering Everywhere.
-

"Contrary to general belief, the
'The following remarkable statement was recently made by L. T. appetite is not greatly increased—it
Cooper. It concerns the preparation Duly becomes irregular. There is a
which has been so widely discussed general feeling of faintnese, however,
the past year, and has sold in such and a gnawing sensation in the pit
tatertnous quantities in leading cities: of the stomach.
"People afflicted with one of these
"It is now a well-known fact that
wherever I have introduced my New parasites are nervous and depressed.
Distovery medicine, hundreds of peo- Their chief sensation is one of lanple have brought internal parasites, guor, and they tire very easily. Lack
or tapeworms, to me. In many cases of energy and ambition affect the
these people did not know the nature body, and the mind becomes dull and
of the parasite, otel were consequently sluggish. The memory beeomes not
extremely nervous until I explained so good, and the eyesight is generally
the matter to them. In some cities poorer.
"The New Discovery, in freeing
so many have had this experience that
the public generally became alarmed. stomach and bowels of all Impurities,
"I take this opportunity of explain- seems to be fatal to thole great
ing what these ert!atures are, and worms, and almost immediately ere
what I have 'learned about them in pvle them from the system. I wish
to assure anyone who has the experithe past.
"Tapeworms are much more com- ence just related with my prepare,
mon than would be supposed. I ven- tion, that there is no cause for alarm
ture to say that ten per cent of all In the matter, and that it will as a
'chronic stomach trouble, or what is rule mean a speedy restoration to
A move toward having Patiecab
known as a 'rundown' condition, is good health,"
High school represented at an- OraThe Cooper medicines are a boon
caused by them. An Individual may
torical contest of the colleges of
suffer for years with one of these to stomach sufferers. We sell them.
westerti Kentucky has been started
great parasites and not be aware of it. —W. B. McPherson.
by the organization of a debating society by the boys of the High school
cal apparatus ordered front St. Louis, oft the lettering and drank the rinto develop their talent.
is expecting the goods to arrive eings. The plan of the younger docand
Prof. Sugg It of the opinion that
tor was simpler; he scrawled his pretomorrow.
with proper training and application
scription on a piece of paper and gave
soof
the
there are several members
Tibet's Army.
it to the invalid to chew and swallow.
ciety capable of carrying off honors.
Tibet's army is to be modernized
The society organized yesterday by
and with it, probably, will be the
Andrew Harris' Body.
the election of Edwin Randle, weed
The body of Mr. Andrew Harris,
grand lama's military _medical staff
dent; Gus Elliott, vice president, and
corps. The sick Tibetan soldier, It who died of heart trouble Tuesday
secretary.
Epperheimer,
Claude
was reported a year ago, was put evening at his home beyond MechanMeetings will be held every week.
through a sort of faith healing pro- icsburg, was taken to SmIthland yesThe pupils of Mies Aele Brazelton's team. An army physician of the old terday afternoon for burial
Relaroom have almost completed the tint- school chalked a prescription on a tives from Smithiand came after the
ing decoration for the room, which board; the martial patient washed bode.
adda greaUy to the appearance. The
work done shows coneiderable skill
Only One "BROM. QUININE." that is
Off the Dart of the pupils. The stage
on evtrY
also been elevated and will be
box. 25c
Cures :+ Cold ir One Dos, C n in 2 Days
ready in a few days.
Another large crowd attended the
Auditorium seating rink last night
and a very pleanunt evening was enjoyed. Under the rules of the leek
the skaters keep time with the music
and Manager Orurnbaugth was well
pleased with the effect lest .night.
Skaters whet dossire to put on tunny
stunts must cordepe themselves the
side the circle.
The only accident last night was
that to Mr. Walter Iversen, who fell
anti sprained his arm. Dr. Eubanks
Was called and attended him. Mise
Irene Curd who way injured on the
opening night, was again preeen4 and
took pert In tbe skating

SCHOOL NEWS

The greatest game of football that
ever took place in Paducah will be
played tomorrow afternoon at League
Park between the South Kentucky
college team, of Hopkinsville, and the
Roy L. Culley team of Paducah. The
A. the Other Thought.
S K. C, team is the strongest in this
part of the state, having won all their
games this season. The Culleys have
done the same. Tomorrow's game
Will decide the championship or
western Kentuckyy. This is the first
time that Paduceh people have had a
chance to witneirs college football in
their own city. The game will be
called promptly at 3:30.
The line-up is:
Culley—Z, Hayes, center; J. Donocan, D. Hayes. guards: Berton, Martin. Ruoff. tackles; Brooks, Coburn,
Harter, Henneberger, cud's; F. Donovan, quarter; Sights, captain and r.
h.; Bowen, f.; St. John, I. h. Keller
and Wickliffe.
K. C.—Hay, captain' and quarter; Beamon, I. h.; Davis, f.: Cun
ningham, r. h.: Owen, Downs, ends:
Superintendent Carnagey has re44 ell/00144
Claybouen, Noe. tackles;
Webb, ceived a bill of lading of the ("Ilene"She was,born Red a silver spoon in Webb, guards; Sherrill, center.
Average weight—Culleys, '145; W.
her mouth."
PRETTY
WOMAN
TO
BE
A
K.
150.
"By the look on her face I think she
C.,
must 'a' sweltered it." — New York
Must Have Luxuriant and (hoes)
World.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 14.—A reso_
Hair, No Matter What Color.
lutioe intended to stop football was
The kayoing gee— -toe, a week.
Introduced in the W. C. T. U. convenThe finest contour of a female face,
tion by Mrs. George, of Pennsylvania.
the sweetest smile of a female mouth.
It precipitated a warm discussion and
loses something if the head e
finally was voted down after man)
crowned with scaneehair, Scant and
We have the Agency for
champions of the game spoke.
falling hair, it is now known, Is
The convention declared for wocaused by a parasite that burrows
man suffrage and for thu same standInto the scalp to the root of the hair
ard of purity for both men and wowhere It saps the vitality. The lite
men. The following was adopted:
white scales the germ throws up in
We rejoice that the secretary ot burrowing are called dandruff. To
commerce and labor has inaugurated cure dandruff permanently, then, and
an inquiry into the disgraceful traffic to stop falling hair, that germ must
in women and young saris at present be killed. Newbro's lierpicide, an
carried on in our eountry, whereby entirely new result of the chemical
innocent young women are brought laboratory, destroys the dandruff
from and carried to foreign lands germ, and, of course, stops the fallWe have succeeded In !seunder the pretense of securing honor- ate hair, and prevents baldness. Sold
curing the agency for Richard
able employment, but in reality are by leading druggists. Two sizes. 50c
telnues complete line of
taken to dens of infamy. We appeal and $1.00. Send-10c in stamps for
Toilet Waters Perfumes, Marto the nations of the earth to bring sample to The Herpicide Co., Detroit,
velous Cold Cream', etc.—an
this iniquitous traffic to a speedy ter- Mich. W. B. McPherion, Special
announcement which we are
mination.
Agent,
*are will prove very interestThe union elected officers as foling to ladles who take care of
lows:
their good looks. Call at our
President—Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevstore and get lindnut's
ens, Portland, Me.
Vice-President at Large—Miss
Anna A. Gordon, Evanston,
Corresponding Secretary — Mrs.
Hanna M. D. Fry, Evanston, III.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. Elizabeth Anderson, Valley City, N. D.
- Treasurer—Mrs. Harriet Wright
Brand, Evanston Ill.

Laxative Bronto Quinine

The Kentucky

Richard iludnut's
Celebrated
Toilet Articles

Either Phone No. 77.

.Agent for original Allegretti
Candies

Notice to Contractors.
The jail committee will receive
bids for building concrete walls
around the county jail up to Saturday. November 16. Plans and specifications can be seen at the office of
chairman, 119 South iseiirth street
Rights reserved to reject any and all
bids.
J. J. BLEICH,
Chairman Jail Committee.

Friday

Henry B. Harris Presents

November

EDGAR SELWYN
STRONGHE ART
W m. C. D•111111e.

Famous Beauty
Book FREE
4th and Broadway

Prieea 25c to Si 50.
Seats on sale Thursday.

The greatest football play ever written. Now in its fourth year. Takes
you back to college days.

ONE WEEK

The

Starting Monday

DePe wi3urdette

Neiveoleteer

20 PEOPLE 20
5 Big Vaudeville Acts 5

Prices Right.

115 S Third St. Phres 358

Ladies free Monday.
Prices 10c, 20c, 30c

Best Foot Ball Game of the Year

SOUTH KEINlpF
f
el,

Stock Co.

A re bus i ness systemizers,
time savers and Office necessities to the real business man.

The Diamond Stamp Works

Night Only

As the College Bred Indian in

0

Gilbert's Drug Store

One

14 Great Plays 14

Opening play "An American Girl"

Seats on Sale at

'COLLEGE

THE GULLEY'S
Roy L. Culley 6 Co.s
and Gilbert's Drug
Store.

At Wallace Park Tomorrow,November 15th

Palmer House Cigar
Stand and Rudy,
Phillips 0 Co.'s.

Admission, AOults 50 Cents; ChiLdrerk255c_
a

1

•
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Pan": THREW

Report on the State Sunday School
C

3IEN PRAISL GREAT ECZE- crimes are committed among boys at the dangers of this period. Boys
this age than at any other age. This grow several inches in a year. He is
MA Mika
age is also the high water mark of awkward, his arms are too long and
onvention Made by Professor Sugg Those who so' aledicines Say Infal- religious inclinations. The keynote his heads are too large. His nerve
lible Remedy Has Been Found
or Mr. Lawrence's thoughts was: do not grow as rapidly as his body.
for Skat Diseasas.
Govern by love; don't tuake too many It Is sometintto a sad period. We
rules for they govern best•who ap- need to study the physical life of the
Drugliste in every part of the coun pear not to govern at all; believe in boy, for a physical religion le a
Follawing is the report, in part, on port was inspiring, helpful and entry are being impressed daily with boot. The boys are inclined to be of his life. Boys do not do dittos
the state Sunday sehood convention, couraging.
"Mr. 4. A. Fox, state secretary, the wonderful cures made by a sim- good. They don't measure goodneett On the same reason that men do.
made by Prof. W. al. Sego to the
then made his report on the state as ple liquid remedy externolly used for by time standard of our mothere and The boy is an admirer of heroes.
county convention:
been Eozetnea and other terrible skio dis- sisters. They are man like. They wants to be a man. This is why he
Wednesday forenoon was devoted a whole. He said there had
eases. A maze of raw sores today-- love bravery and are active.
The does so many foolish things.
to the eettesion theme eVi.netIce." steady progrese In the work during
the past year. Six men and women, a' pure white ekin a month from to messenger serviee ie one of the beet
The lioy'a Mind.
To nay in hol this was one r
• • tea
ihree all the time are emploerd by day—is the great traneformation means of keeping boys in Sunday
"The next topic diecuesed by Mr.
amportatt questions die e • e.
wrought by this rented"., D. D. D. to-hoot. ftoys at this age deserve Forburh was Me boy's mind. The
was divided on the prow'''. el a • e•- the executive committee. County and
special attention. They have more firet eight years of a boy's life are
diotteet conventions are better and Pietcription.
tions, .hoine visitation, ti.)Itt.''
"We think it the beet preparation reasons for not coming to Sunday hedged around by limitations. He
don and State visitation. State vista- the officers are better and more enon the markets" writes Ease), ifs Hul- school than girls. They have more has few words. Ile knows but Mule
tien, was eubdivided into thoe tcp- thusiastic. AM along the line there
Notwith- ett, of Phoenix, Arizona.
freedom, more places to go and these and can't give attentdon long at a
steady
progress.
been
had
ics (1) Eastern Kentucky (2) West•
"We have been agents for this detract front the Sunday school. BoTs time, but often saves attentiee t‘ ee
tom Kentucky (3) the state sa a standing this progrees there is much
yet to do. Thete are many churches remedy for the past six years and we can, be persuaded to attend rhumb we do not think he is. S
whole.
eithaut Sunday schools. Only about cats recommend it to you unqualified- by making this one of the conditions
ould be to teach a few
tile
"Eastern Keneueky • was disouseed
one-fourth of the church members ly," writes the J. M, Connor Drug of getting on the honor roll. Mr. thoroughly. We should teach sine ,
by Mr. W. J. Vaughan, one of the
!attend Sunday school to their on Company of New Albano Ind. "We Lawrence took occasion to speak of things in a simple way. In the stack.
field workers of the State associachurch. There are, in round worn- have found it to be the only seta-lac the juvenile court and said it was cent 'period there are no each limitation in eastern Koseueky. His retors, oitay about 240.000 aorolled In tory remedy for Eczema and skin one of the nue* powt.rful influences tions, lie has an abundant flow of
Port was enecrareging. He begot by :Sunday ctool.
for good in our modern cisilization. words and knows mane things. We
There are 460.000 diseases that we have ever sold."
tayang that when the mountahrs of
The Hobbs-Lioville Pharmacy elf He referred to the great work of must quit, teeteltilto old Tv:qui:trio
white Protestant children
between
Kentucky are nieutior.ed, it is Custime judges of these courts. storks oniy as thee are-4n action
the ages of 6 and 2o years not In Deepwa ter, Mo., says: "We haveebeen some
tomary to call ti mind the feuds,
Sunday school. Are these items not selling D. D. D. for three years and especially ,Judges Brown and laud- Hero stories of crusades, reformation
murders and lawleesnees that have
enough to inipress upon us the great we do not know of a single cave see.
are good to teach the boys. Always
filled column after column of seneaThe Adult SI`etinn.
duty confronting us? one of the great where it has failed to cure Eczema."
have a moral expressed or implied
tional neWepaperic throughout tte
Downing Bros., of 42-41 Broadway,
"I attended the last part of the and make the application, to present
needs of the aesociation is friends.
country. Rot It was gratifying to
"House visitation by Mr. Durham Newport, R. 1., say: "We have sold conference of the adult section. The duty. We ought to be their herous to know that conditions in (tie •
'They bear the label.'
was tht next on the program. The D. I), D. Presoription for more than keynote of MO. Lawrence's thoug'hts
"The next topic discussed by air.
mountains are not so bad as reported
speaker said by striking at the coun- four years and have never had any on this subject was to build up the Forbush was the 'Boy's Soul.' There
and the outlook is brighter than ever
adult section by all means. It gives is no time when the boy is •
ty and district you miss many indi- thing but Praises for the zemede."
before. The Sunday school is a
"Your Li. D. D. remedy is all that dignity and strength to the Sunday religion. He is always s.
viduals, but by senking at the home
great fa e or in this field. The State
you reach all. The home is the cita- you claim for it," writes J. J. Riester, school. It helps to secure the at- impreesion. Ills ideas I
aseociat on is holding good couoty
del of our national life, therefore by druggist of Brooksville, Ky. "It has teodance of boys s-ho are Inclined God are extravagant. SOW,. :
and district conventione and chits is
house to house visitation It is possi- cured two bad ease, here—one Ecses to think that the Ounday school
Id that the boy is tlo in:
the banner year. Mr. Vaughan said
ble to reach every individual. We ma of the face and one totter of the for women and girls and not for men pharisee. From S to 12 years
conventions are arousing a can solve the iniegt perplexing
prob- face. It has also cured a bad case of and eonsequeetly the boys leave Sun- boy's religion is 'habit and les
higher s.tandalltd of living and gave
day school. I thought of the splen- It is the old Testament period. 'II
lems by knowing cacti other. House itching piles.".
examples of boys and youtig men and
Only firstclams drug stores have did adult classes of our own churches period Is neglected but it stimuli! !
visiaation throws down denominawoanen catching visions of a larger
tionpl barriers and helps us eo know been given the ageney for D. D. D. but again I though we should rave be. From 14 to IS years retie,
and better life In these conventions. each other.
Prescription afld you can rely upon mary more. Fathers ought to say to a matter of volition. At 1S years •
The Sunday school is the greatest
'•Iiiise Nannie Lee Frayeer gavel what the druggists namei above tell boys. come and let's go to Sunday begins the doubting period. Do'
stImuitie in Kentucky mon/statue and an iftteresting
and profitable cliseus- you about this skin remedy. Where- sellout. intstead of saying go to Sun- worry about these doubts. Wat.
eastern Kentucky is indeed a fated of
sion of elementary work In the state. ever there are several good druggists, da? school.
be patient, careful and honest wall
promise.
'One of the most intetesting and the boy. The gang spirit is necesall are allowed to handle D. D. D.,
The Missions.
'Western Kentucky was discussed
while one of them has the special profitable discussions of the colloca- sary in boy life. There is social du
"Then came that ever interesOng
Both Phones 675. 309 Broad% ay.
by the Rev. T. C. Gebauer, field workagency. In this town R. W. Waiter tion was 'The Boy.' by Rev. Mr. velopment in the gang. In these
and
al
-Important
topic.
'The
Sunday
er, in this set-Olsen of the state. Of
& Co.. Fifth and Broadway. handles Forbush. The first lecture was the years the boy seems hard. callous,
School and Mifeelonsa by Maria'
coterie, we expected west Kentucky
D.
13. Prescription and also D. D. 'Boy's Body.' The boy's body is not I •areIrse and indifferent. He is very
lowrenee. He pointed out in Sits
wools' have a fine report and our exIf you have skin trouble separate from the mind and soul.but restrved but this is only a protection
D.
&onto
forceful and eloquent manner the
If you want first class Aloe repairing 3ee U3
Peetaidons were realized.
Mo. Gecall at this drug store and learn what the boy's body is'conscheuely more a for theboy. His heart is tender and
plain duty of the'churet and Sunday
hauer oeporeed at, large numbor - of
you can about II. D. LI. Do ;tot wait.; aart of his teeing than our bottiLea.atre. laseaialeareached... God has great coo.
'Seloo1 In regard to miallone. The
eotbnsialtle worker. in this section,
se
do riot be foolishly skeptical. Let the of us. It is sometimes necessary corn for the boy.
but three* desci-ving sponal mention oonsnitesion 'Go preach the gospel.' druggist tell you what he knows for the boy to 'explode.' The first
The Teacher's Training.
has been ringing down the centuries
were Mr. Wilson, of Fulton
about a real Eczema remedy.—D, D. period of the boy's life is a struggle
in that direction." wale the answer.' pans. the big factory building he
and it is the supreme duty of the
"Teacher
training was dit,-rut*ied
the ft.. Win. Bourquin, county.ad of
for
a tonstitutfon. He is subject durD. Co. Chi-ago, Ill.
"but we cannot *ate positively just ;• built having been completed. He
church
Christians
All
are
today.
aloreorcoey.
Henderscin.
by
Prof.
of
city. They are buoy men yet they
ing this period to atintagious diaeasee.
)et. The Chattanooga-Paducah trade also has a large force of men at work
miseitonariee and the missionary ?plait
manage to do a great work for
During this period the boy is tome- The kinainOT teaching In the Sunday will be looked after in good shape on the Illinois Central railroad near
Is the life blood of the church. There the underminer of paganism. You
School aesoesialion. This (tieSunday re
what of an animal. He is restless school is poorer than that found any- whetter another boat is purchased or Cairo.
is no difference between foreign and can reseal the chEdren of Kentucky
and noisy. From S to le oears there where Mae. Th* crying need of the nor- Chattanooga Timer.
and
every
in
other
the
world.
place
domestic missions. The watchword
Is a restful growth both .n body And Suoday school is.for men awl women
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
of 'the church should be 'The whole and chialren in all lands have aseccee
The Rev, F. W. Schenck, a wel,
coneecrated to the cause of Chriat to
to the ear of older pentons in all mind. It is here that he loses to a teach His metwage to the many
Finished Caho Building.
clergyman of Little Falls, -N'
known
thouis a 'ammo unknown to us. And yet, barelnees of the cturch and the bustranks and conditions even those in great extent Interest in things, that sands; hungering and thirsttng for
Contractor G. W. Katterjohn left Y., has written a public letter in
consumption is driving thousands in- nails of the whole ehureh is to carry
appeal
to
adults.
This
period
is
highest, autliserity. Think what it
the truth. May the day speedily last night for Cairo to make a settle- which he advocates starving tramps
to exile in far-off California or some Ilse Whole gospel to the whole world.'
means when 5110;000 in India are a very important period and should come when notes
but consecrated ment with the Mori- Saddlery corn- 1 out of their bad habits
other dietaut land. Before yolk sub- It can be done. What does the
not
be
Deg/totted. The text period,
studying our Sunday school lemons.
men and women earnest and true
mit to twine exiled. give Emulto. Chinch need today? k needs to see
from
about
12
years
old
in
girls
and
it
Think
what
means for India! There
shall tereeh in our Sunday school.
Hypo a thorough trial. It has cured the world as Christ saw It. Is It
are five things to remember (1) to In or 14 years In boys, and at least
"The international Suotlay school
nony at home among their loved clot a dreadful state of affairs when
a
year
earlier
in
city
children
than
know (2) pray (3) pay 4) glow 5 l
ones. Physicians entiorse It. Six bot- four and one-it:11f times as much
In coinetry children, begins the period convention to meet in leouiroiSle In
There
are
grow.
3,000
nien
and
womoney- is spent for cheaang gum as
tees was briefly ditouiesod by Mr
tles $5.00 from your druggist.
of adolescence. This iii a very imfor misolone7 The Sunday vehool Is men ready with packed grips to go
Lawrence. This is to be the great.
portant
period
rapid
and
changes
are
to some foreign field but they haven't
convention ever held. The migeo.
the money. Only one in ten thou- going on and too few Sr.' warned of forces that have been working for is now open in new quarters.
()pen day and night.
sand volesoteer to go to a foreign
the past few years will reach their
f.eld. What the church needs today
colmination here. It is to behoved
Is to realize its power and get a vi-,
that a great delegation from this
Ion of the world. Where there is le
sertion will be present.
tieton the people perish.
Departments.

HEAVY WORK SHOES
Made of Solid Leather
Wear Like Iron

a heavy work shoe need not
THOUGH
be pretty, it is absolutely necessary that

•

it be perfectly comfortable and made of the
best materials. And that description fits
Hamilton-Brown's heavy work shoes to a
nicety. They are made entirely by skilled
union shoe workers and the parts which are
supposed to be leather are real leather. This
gives them ihe staying qualities which sensible men demand.

or

$2.00 to $3.50

1

We are also exclusive agents for
the famous 'American Gentleman Shoe, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00.

Lendler 1 Lydon

r).
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Sitth itotokzAtaill.
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04. honteeova:yoy have a good oip. give M_
some niee things
ha hone. she ode think ntolte o you.
and then it is sueh a eontfra-aBee (eding to know that yowl,
Aonte& geautque when Aiends
chop, in. o-e have a lig stae pee
o 1a3mitulte and housepAn6:hings. you ean jeee .Sulte you ea tu
yet “c-hat you want in ofet'stoie.
youla h(ley)

-cv

"The Wedneeday . afternoon
pr,
grant. consieted of departmental ce
ferenees. I attended a pal .
I attended the first of the .
ate section and the topic O1
and Holding the Boy' WAS ably
cussed by the Rev. G. A. Joplin. Hei
opened this diecuesion by saying the
Luther Burbank had made the star.
!tient that if parents would give s
much time aod attention to childres
as he had to plants in three generations we would hate a perfect humanity. It is not hard to win ar.e
hold the boy. We must show tI
too that we are interested in hire
ba just and patient with him, expo
reasonable things of 'him. Let th
boy know you are his master. Cml
are useful in handling boys. Stump
clubs, whistling club, opportursity
clubs and many others are of untold
value in the work. If We with to
hancHe boys eueeessfully we
must
live pure lives. The boy is by nature
religious and if we would study the
boys—each Individual boy we could
handle him much more suceessfully.
The speaker gave some valuable information as to the worth of a boy
Is the boy worth saving! It is estimatect-that it requires $150 a year
to take care of a boy from 6 to 14
years; $20.0 front 11 to 18 years. At
15 years the boy begins to earn some.
thing unless he goes to college ann
then his expenses are from $a0-0 to
11.00.0 a year. When grown Into
manhood he becomes an accummulettor. On the other hand if he becomes
a criminal it. will cost On an average
of $1,000 to $3,000. -to convict -him
and then he is a burden on the Mote.
So from a cold business proposition
P pay"; to Faye the boy, But we cant
estimate the value of the COrietilin
boy.
The Weak Point.
"Mr
bawrenee• was the next
speaker. In his opinion the intermediate department Is the weakest part
of the Sunday school,. All other departments are provided with ciaos
rooms, materials for instructing, etc.,
but the 'i'ntermed'iate department has
not where to lay its head. This is
one of the most important departnewts of the Sunday school for from
12 to 16 or 18 years there are more
conversions among boys 'than at tote
other time it is Rao true that nitTre

All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised iia this
[
paper are on sale at

McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.

A Rosinz Sp:cial in

For the small rooms
these chilly mornings
use the smokeless,
odorless heater

A Palmier For thp Boy,

Fancy Vests

.)ou miull asking that
Daubercow to kimily move a little to one side?
-Harper's Weekly.
TILLMAN

$1.98, $1.49 and 79c
If you have a fancy for a

swell Fancy Vest, this is certainly the best chance yet to
satisfy it, for tomorrow

we

put on another of our

big

Friday Special Sales—Fancy
Vests—three handsome- lots:

Lot 1—$1.98
This lot is our regular $3 00
flanner and silk finish vests,
whites, blacks and grays.ei
t1gur4d; the newest cut 01.0o

no

Lot 2—$1.49
This Is our regular Sa 50 line of
flannel and mercerized vests,
figured, white, gray and Ad%
black effects

4
Lot 3-79c

49

'These are the 11 and $1.50 kind,
very neat effects in duels, percales and other wash
materials

79c

You've beard about Gullett's
Friday Specials? This is one of
the best yet. Nu/ red. Window
full of samplea.4..

U. G. Gollett &- Co.
• t m•orporsteti.1
312 Broadway.

"Take Tear Fett to Gillett's."

"1.*:VULE JOE."

'A

Sett:04r Declares Cannon Will Be Re•
publican Presidential Nominee.
Danville. Ill . Nov. 14.—In an interview today Senator Benjamin Tillman. of South Carolina. declared that
President Roosevelt will not accept
a third term and that "I'ncle Joe"
-cannon, speaker of the house of representatives, will be the Republican
nominee.
"Bryan," Mr. Tillman said. "will
be the Democratic nominee without
a doubt.'—Fie Is the greatest living
Democrat and the proper man to Intrust with the affairs of our government."
The senator declared that the
present financial situation need not
worry the people. "This country,"
he said, "has reached a point In its
Prosperity where financial flurries in
the money centers do not affect it."
Schedule Not Adopted.
The Chattanooga Packst compane
directors met yesterday but nothing
concerning the 'Reason schedule for
the boats was decided upon.
"We will meet in a week or ten
days.'_. said. one of the direeter'a TeSsterday after the meeting, "and, Olen
we will be ready to make public our
piano There are two or three mattore- belts hell uptinow whfoh make
It imporsible for any definite conch,ejon to be reached.
"Will the packet company purchase
another boat for the Paducah trade
this steason?" the reporter adkoil.
"Everythlirg looks very favera(e

•

A

GAS HEATER
0

The

Paducah Light & Power Co.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
same demand for ready money. This PULL8IAN COMPANY
I bowed as became one who had no
ELECTS DIRECTORS. idea of the plans ahead.
"And now," said Doddridge Knapp.
AFTERNOON A-ND WEEKLY.
from the tall grass requested the Company Has Surplus of Over Four turning on me a keen and lowering
gaze, "I'd like to know weat call you
ANY eetretary of the treasury to lend
THE SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY
have to be spying on me?"
Texas dealers and speculators $10,opened my eyes wide in wonder.
000,000 of the money in the United
Chicago, Nov. 14.—At the annual
"Spying? I don't understand."
/A. FISHER, President.
States treasury on cotton warehouse
meeting of the Pullman company to"No?" said be, with something beE. J. PAXTON, Cieneral Manager.
receipts, taking the usual risks of
day all the old weathers of the board tween a growl and a snarl. "Well,
Entered at the postoftIce at Paducah. trade with the public funds. He was of directors were e re-elected except maybe
you don't understand that, eithtold there were not sufficient funds
Ky. as second class matter.
Charles S. Sweet, of Chicago, in er!" And he tossed me a bit of paper.
to lend for any purpose, and, anyway,
I felt sure that I did pot not. My
whose stead George Baker, of New
SUBSCRIPTION RATES'
the United States is not in the money
York, was elected. The statement for ignorance grew into amazement, as I
Immediately
be
lending
business.
THE DAILY SUN
the year showed the total revenue of read. The slip bore the words:
IS complained that Texas is being disBy Carrier, per week
"I have bought Crown Diamond.
the compang $32,186,012; net surBy mail, per month. in advance.. 25 criminated against and now says he
Wilton."
What's the limit?
cost
of
operafter
deduction
for
plus,
13y mall, per year, in advance....$2 50 will Investigate the secretary's con"I certainly don't undeotand," I
depreciation,
etc.,
ation
$4.149,455.
THE WEEKLY SUN
duct. We hope he will. Imagine the
mean "The total number of passengers car- said. -What does it
For year, by mail, postage paid..$1.00 secretary of the treasury
lending
"The man who woe,
year showed an inried
during
the
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.... us money on tobacco warehouse reknow." growled Dodd:.
crease of 10 per cent. The value of
Phone US ceipts.
Office, 115 South Third.
wi:h his eyes dashing and the yellue
Of course. if he should lend
the products of car works and or
gray mustacbe standing out like br,s
to One, he couldn't afford to refuse
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
rentals was $37,236,416 against $28,- ties. The
tangs of the Wolf were in
another. It would be fine graft while
York, representatives.
103,148 the previous year.
sight.
it should last.
-Well, you'll have to look someTHE SUN can be found at the followwhere elae for him." 1 said temly. "I
Dig places':
It is the duty of members-elect of
lever saw the note, and lee er bought
K. D. Clements & Co.
the school board to qualify and res seare of Crown Diane:Le
Van Culla Bros.
tain their seats.
Palmer House.
Doddridge Knapp bent forward and
lool:ed for an instant as thigh he
connected
The arrest of persons
with the Old Reliable Guaranty and
A Mystery Story
Loan company, shows that the subscribers to a lottery are not the only
of San Francisco
— -- — ones connected with it that take a
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14.
risk.
year the situation was aggravated by
C15.7: Vabucab Sun. the
New York flurry. A congresernan

CASHIERS' CHECKS FROM AY LOCAL RANK OR TRUST COMMY GOOD AS CASH HERE

'
s
Children

While you are getting the boy a suit, get a good
snit—one that is absolutely warranted to be durable.
0..ir suits are made of tested fabrics, sewed by expert
toilers who work on boy's garments only. The prices
are moderate throughout the'stock.

Boys' Suits $2.50 to $7.50
Young Men's Suits $10.00 to $20.00
Men's Suits $12.50 to $27.50

BY

Ohio millers have gone on reword.
Daily Thought.
The man who is fond of books is favorleg the selling of bread by
usually a man of lofty thought and weight. We know of .cooks, who
would get rich selling their biscuits
icns.—Dawson.
of eleteeed cpM
by weight.

Suits

In a glass case every suit looks well—but
how will it appear after a couple of months'
efforts of your lively' boy to test its beauty
and wear? Our garments for boys have
sq.le and snap, but not only that. They are
sewed to stay sewed, and save mothers lots
of work and care.

BLINDFOLDED

The national W. C. T. U. has gone
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
on record in favor of football, but
--November-1907.
against the highball.
17
3873
1
4028
4254
1
3872
Attorneys for the prosecution ob19.......3875 jected to choosing jurymen in the
3
3888
3859 Powers case from Fayette county. be4
21
3917
22
3851 cause of the publicity that has been
3910
23
3849 given the case through the Lexington
3911
7
4063 papers. The same reason would
24
3909
25
4144 apply to the exclusion of McCracken
3963
9
26
4147 or Daviess or Henderson county citi10
3971
28
4137 zens. That argument justifies the
3960
11
4138 'governor in going to Scott county to
12
3958
29
3861 try Hargis. Fortunately, while news30
3940
14
4289 papers do give the facts of a case as
31
3923
15
16
best they may before a trial, the so3908
107400 phisticated public has learned to diTotal
3978 gest news properly, and the Wider
Average, October, 1907
4018 range of information has trained
Average, October, 1906
Personally appeared before me.this them to think for themselves. So the
November 2nd, 1907, R. D. MacMII-' neews-papee leaders, _broader in mina.
len, business manager of The Sun, are more capable of giving an unwho affirms that the above state- prejudiced opinion, uninfluenced by
ment of the circulation of The Sun the, fallacious arguments of lawyers.
thee 1907, than the backwoodsman, unacqiiaintfor the month of
is true to the be of his knowledge ed with the affairs of the world.
__0—
and belief.
Lots of good people are having
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public
My commission expires January 22, "the rohers put under 'ern" these
nights.
1908

I

Also bats and furnishings of quality.

EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT

The Clothing Store That Carries the
ii:ouirrts‘t t501. t1.*..tuut..•

‘1.1

Continued from last issue.)
UNION
The clocks were pointing past eight
when I mounted the steps that led to
Doddridge Knapp's door. I bad something of trepidation, after all, as 1 rang
the bell, for I was far from being sure
that Doddridge Knapp was above carrying out his desperate purposes in
his own house, and I wondered wheth
er I should ever come out again, once
I was behind those massive door.
had taken the precaution to find a
smaller revolver, "suitable for an ev
ening call." as I assured myself, but it
did not look to be much of a protecs
Don in case the house held a dozen
Howruffians of the Terrill brand
ever, I must risk it. I gave my name
to the servant who opened the door.
"This way," he said quietly, and In
a moment I was ushered into a small,
plainly-furnished room; and at a desk
covered with papers sat Doddridge
Knapp, the picture of the Wolf in his
•
den.
"Sit down, Wilton," said he with
grim affability, giving his band. "You
won't mind if an old man doesn't get
up."
I m.ade some conventional reply.
"Sorry to disappoint you this afternoon, and take up your evening," he
said, "but I found some business that
needed more immediate attention
There was a little matter that had tc
be looked after in person." And the
Wolf's fangs showed in a cruel smile.
which assured me that the "little mat.
ter" had terminated unhappily for the
other man.
I airily professed myself happy tc
be at his service at any time.
"Yes. yes," be said: "but let's see
your memoranda. Did you do well
this afternoon?"
"No-o," I returned apologetically
"Not so well as I wished"
He took the papers and looked over
them carefully.
"Thirty-one hundred," he said reflectively. "Those sales were all
right. Well, I was afraid you couldn't
get above three thousand. I didn't get
more than two thousand in the other
Boards and on the Street."
"That was the best I could do," I
said modestly. "They averaged at
sixty-flve. Omega got away from us
this afternoon like a runaway horse.",
"Yes, yes," said the King of the
Street, studying his papers with drawn
brows. "That's all right. I'll have
to wait a bit before going further."
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learnt,au.
would leap upon me
His eye was the
eye of a wild beast in anele. If I had
written that wile 1 -should have gone
through the window without stopping
for explanations As I had not written
it I sat there coolly and looked him
bridge. "I beard something of the
in the face with an easy conscience"Well, well,'' he said at last, relax kind from my men. I'll know to-morrow for certain, I expect. I forgot to
ing his gaze, "1 almost believe you '
"There a no use going any further. tell you that the ladies would want to
Mr Knapp, unless you believe me al- see you. They have missed you lately." And the Wolf motioned me to the
together ''
"I see you understand what 1 was door where the servant waited.
Here was a predicament. I was
going to say," he said gal.-qty
elfin
missed and wanted—and by the ladies.
if you didn't send that, who did?"
"Well, if I were to make a guess, I My heart dropped befit from my
should say it was the man who wrote throat, and I felt it throbbing in the
lowest recesses of my boot-heels as I
this."
I tossed him In turn the note I had rose and followed my guide.
received in the afternoon, bidding me
sell everything.
(To be continued in next Issue.)
The King of the Street looked at It
carefully, and his brows drew lower
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
and lower as its Import dawned on
P,otry dose makes you feelbetter. Lax-Pos
him. The look of angry perplexity keens yolr whole Insides right, liel4 on the
deepened on his face.
tuoney-back plan everywnere. Prise SO cents.
"Where did you get this?"
I detailed the circumstances.
4.4.
The auger that tfaibed in his eyes + 4-944+++++44-4-e+++e-se++4-feleet
was more eloquent than the outbreak t FARMERS IN MANY STATES
of curses I expected to hear.
WANT RELIEF FROM UN.
"Um!" he said at last with a grim
FAIR TAXATION.
smile. "It's lucky, after ale-that you .t.
had something besides cottun In that .4- ?÷++++++++++++4 ++++++4.44+
skull of yours, Wilton."
Constitutional aniendments are br"A fool might have been caught
ing given thorough ate ntion by farmby it." I said modestly.
"There looks to be trouble ahead." ers of the country. In Ohio, Hon. F
he said "There's a rascally gang in A. Derthick, mastic- et the State
the market these days." And the Grange, le diseussing a preposition to
King of the Street sighed over the dispereit of classification of the seurcee
honesty that had corrupted the stock
Of lax revenue', sail:
gamblers' trade.
"There is a common gronnd upon
'There
I smiled inwardly, but signified my
which we can all stand
ageeement with my employer.
We must
"Well, who wrote them?" he asked have in inereaeing amount of revenue,
almost fiercely. "They seem to come and that means a more just rettirn of
from the same hand."
the property in the state. Where In
"Maybe you'd better ask that fellow the injustice of laying a reasonable
who had his eye at your keyhole when tax on the deposits reported by the
I left the office this poen.hanks of the state, the same to be
"Who was that?" The Wolf gave a charged to depositors? True,,not all
startled look. "Why didn't you tell depositors are residents of Ohio, het
me?"
they enjoy the protection of mu- laws
was a well-made, quick, lithe and In large measure draw their Infellow, with an eye that reminded me terest from our people.
of a snake. I gave chase to him, but
"This could', at least, be done with
couldn't overhaul him. He squirmed resident depositors and they- would
away in the crowd, I guess."
he relieved from the temptation to
"Why didn't yeti tell me?" he said commit the crime of perjury,"
in a steady voice.
The Kentucky Grange,
"1 didn't suppose it was worth
The Kentucky Stale Grange.had this
coming bee* for, after I got Into the same subject before it at the
meeting
street. And, besides, you were busy." held in Frankfort October
21 to Et
"Yee, yes, you were right: you are 1907. Mr. F. P. Wolcott. Master of
not to come—of course, of course."
the State Grange, discussed the quesThe King of the Street looked at me tion in a very interesting manner, as
curiously, and then said smoothly:
follows:
"But this isn't business." And he
"The order has been most active
plunged into the papers once more. in behalf of the just regulation of
"There were over nine thousand taxation, recognizing that the farmer
shares sold this afternoon, -and I gut is losing more from* our present sys
only five thousand Of them."
tern and has more to gain (rem the
"I suppose Decker picked the others establishment of a just and equitable
up," I said.
system of taxation than has any oth•
The King of the Street did me the er class of citizens. The order in rep.
resenting the agricultural class, alhonor to look at me In amazement.
"Decker!" he roared. "How did ways endeavors to _be-fair and honyou—" Then be paused and his voice orable with all other interests, and
dropped to Its ordinary tone. "I reck- has the right to demanti like treaton ynnee right. What gave you the ment in return. In nearly every state
in the Union the cry has been loud
idea?"
I frankly detailed my conversation against unjust revenue laws, and
are being taken to remedy the
with Wallbridge. As I went on. I
fancied that the bushy brows drew evils,
"Various State Granges have, be
down and a little anxiety showed betheir action declared it Wrong o egneath them.
I had hardly finished my account islate into the organic laws of a state
when there was a knock at the door, any provision which shall exempt
from taxation property aggregating
and the servant appeared.
"Mrs. Knepp's compliments, and she vast aunts. in the possesion of the
would like to see Mr. Wilton when wealthy, and often kept by them Invisible, tints leaving the Small hold
you are done." he said.
I could with difficulty repress an ex- lags of the masses of people of modclamation, and •my heart climbed into erate meant; to, bear the burden of
iheldolibled taxation..
my throat. I was ready ,to face
W olf in his dien,.but here was a
0,1:.115:res
t-A71Tr
tick
.y inee•
sfaol7atilaxp:Iiroonm
us to theeetenera
oiff,v;:rhogyetrbtey
"1"1"1""tr
--6r1
1:e
1 6
1.1
thaat riM:e.
netn.m
ryatItNle ri.t0Inr.esc,:bialnedpod
oft , ot—thnt Is, to -'fbe 'syelem of
accitutIntanea
of
was a more Intimate
till
Knapp

nue—that is, to laise tile slate revs'
flue from certain classes of property.
leaving other classes of property to
be taxed for lociii purposes only.
"It has Me-n argued by same that
this would throw too much power into
the hands of the leeeslatare Should
such an amendment prevail. Hem
would it devolve upon the voters of
the state it, pay ntlitder atteniirm to
the selectee] of their temalsentallves
than has obtained iii the past in birth
•
city and country.
"The Kentucky State Development
aseociatkm old other organizations

Isn't it the irony of fate that the
Emperor Wilhelm said to England
"last of the Mohicans," Thomas
the German people think just
that
have honored the t:ramle by !lacing
Ford. should spend his declining days
what he thinks. Since he thinks he
upon its joint ('Ott nit
On Vocation,
at the Waterhury. Conn., poor farm.
does all the thinking for his people,
a member of this order as represenWell, this is a day of reaiisne
we thine he sheiks he is telling the
tative of the agricultural interests of
truth.
the state, and it is important thni the
A SOUTHERN CANDIDATE.
views and deManiDt I f theefartners b,
While, of course, there is just a
eh any defined at this_ state session
W. C. T. U. SCORES.
touch of inconsistency in the TennesIt is recommeuded that this body
The national W. C. T. U. scored a
see convention. a h 1,11 adopted reso- point in the fight over the restoration
promptly aud emphatically take :le
lutions to decry eo tuna 15w in na- of the army canteen, when they selion in favor of just and equttable
tional politics, and then organized a cured General Daggett. to addrese
revenue tawsr and for the establish
combination to erceure for a southern
merit of an official tax commission, to
subconvention
on
the
national
their
be cemposed of live tnembere---fnur
Man the Democratic preodential ject. General Daggett. not only as
representing respectively the gr at
nomination; still that mid.. of home
serts that the - army canteen was a
indurtree, agriculture', manigarturing,
Is of a piece with the patriotism, feeder for the dives outside the post
mining tint cornmerce, and a WO,
which makes Us love our own counmore
were
and that those dives
member, noted for the Att!hest integ
try with a love, that to the "inter- numerous before the abolition of the
rity and fur superior steed ability.
nationalists"
. and "universal brother- canteen; but he declares that Genhood" advecatts is an unreasoning erals Grant and Funston, advocates
The Power Of a Small Boy,
devotion. Why, indeedi should not of its restoration, never were acAn incident in connection with a
the south name the next Democratic quainted with conditions during the
in
prominent restaurant keeper
presidentlal WilninatIon7
canteen days: and he produces the
Buda-Posth reveals the growth of
With-the faithfuiness of a good names of doe Wheeler, General Milete
Scelalist power here, writes our corwife, the smith has followed the mis- General Corbin and a dozen other
respondent in that city. Foerster's
fortune, and vagaries of Democracy.
high officers, who were opposed to
restaurant has long been recognized
from free trade to free silver and the canteen. It will now be up to
as one of the first in Buda-Pesth
over to the vo'd standard: mid we the ladles and gentlemen, who have
but the other day a small boy who
doubt not. that If Bryan and govern- taken upon themselves the championwashes up the dishes complained to
ment owpership are on and under the ship
liberties"
of
the
"personal
of the
the proprietor of the badness of the
next national platform, the south will private soldier, to lead a trump.
111.40"•111118.411Puilear411#
fend_ He was protnptlf told by Mr.
return tor floral majorities for the
Foerster to leave If he was not satispart y.
let us not forget-that Louisville is
fied.
' That is the reason why the south a stockheIder In the gas and-electric
i
This answer was communicated to
has not canted any Demoeratic
ight company. which has been exthe secretary of the Waiters' associadented cendelates. The northern anti posed, and has a certain number of
tion, who -came down immediately
western_Deraocrats know. the south representatives on -the board. The
and dens-ended an apology on behalf
Will stand by them, and the southern eity's relations to the concern draeged
1
1
1
of the boy. This the owner refused
realieing the fidelity of the company into politics and polito give: therefore, the secretary
home folks. acquiesce in any program tics in-to the company, and that is
called upon all the waiters to cease
that. promises success. in the hope how the city got beat out of so much
work, which they did.
that once the party is in power, their money.
f
i
v
Guests in the middle of their din
efforts will not go unrewarded.
eer were left to themselves, several
Kentucky at the recent election
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
waiting upon their families persondid more than that Nashville conven(.„„„...„ CoLLAR AND
tion to attract attention to the party
ally-, The proprietor's son then rush.
I'llitOAT PROTECTOIL
ed out and secured some' waitresses.
clainet of the south. Maryland intiand in this manner the meal was conMated a desire for independence, and
Boy—I see yet' offerin' $51 a month
cluded.
if MIesouri and Tennessee-would fol- for a bookkeeper.
Early the next morning when the
low -the dictates -of sound judgment
Man—Yes, air.
Can you keep
Again here is something
doors were opened a huge crowd of
once again, the south could have any- books?
new at Tile New Store—a
waiters rushed into the restaurant
thing she wished from Democracy. 'Boy—Sure. Got one I've hop' ever
combined protector tor collar
and occupied all the tables, thereAs -it is, the Republicans of the south since (7hris'mas.
and throat, made of Siltrtne, a
fore making it impossible for anyare faring considerably better than
a new cloth, in w.hite, tan,
body else to be served. Not only did
theirDemocratic brethren, viewing
lier—I made 2e calls today.
gray, blue and black.
they do this, but the police had to
politics from the most sordid point
hea'ven's sake! What
be requisitioned in order to protect
of view.. Viewed . from a higher for?
it
the
property.
plane, the whole country is fortunate,
Her—Why I had to warn all my
They are ideal throat anti
Mr. Foerster had to stand at the
that conditions are as they are.
acquaintances that my engagement
collar protectors, cqmbining
--e
entrance to inform customers that
to
you
is a secret—Cleveland
dash and taste with usefulfood could not be served. Finally the
CORTELYOte
Leader.
ness. You will want one;
waiters distributed a foul-smelling
Texas seems determined to force
come now and get It.
chemical which rendered it an ,i1/1Nature of a Lie.
Secretary of the Treasury Cortelyou
1)0bIbIllty for the house to remain
George T. Angell, Boston's brilinto prominence, and Texas had betBROWN SHADOW PLAID
opeti.—Pall Mall Gazette,
ter look out, lest disclosures pep u- liant and powerful defender of anilarize Cortelyou and throw him in the mals from cruelty, was talking about
TIES
Mrs. Ufterback Better.
way of the Roosevelt mantle. Mr. nature. faking.
Mr. A. P. Utterback and family re
Cortelyou. faithful and efficient from
"My friend, Will Long, is no naAre the newest arrivals In
turned to their home at Brookpor
assistant secretary to the exeentive ture fakir," he said, "but I adtnit
the tie line, and they are
yesterday from Roswell, N. M,, whers
to cabinet officer, ever developing that many of our meriad nature writbeautiful. See the display in
they have been for several- months
greater capacity as opportunity offers. ers are. These men's idea of a Ile.
our window, and also note
for the benefit .. of Mrs. Utterback's
was called into ,conference be New' seems so closely to resemble that of
our glove display.
health. Mrs. Utterhack was very
York bankers in regard.to.the finap- a little by I know.
Much Imps-eyed by the trip and.thes
"The boy's teacher said from her
cell crisis. • He turned treasury ac1
trade
Channels eeese one afternoon: •
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'Mutton vithleh e ill allow the leeisla
No man can be great until he can
"'Teacher, is It a lie if nobody
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"Back to Nature."
If you have been reading my advertisements on Osteopathy, and are
not yet satisfied that it will do all I
claim, 1 should like to have you call
at my officer some time just to make
a personal investigation.
In the short time that I have been
here I base had the pleasure of treating some of the most prominent people of the city, for one thing and another, and I have yet to find a patient
who was dissatisfied.
Every (13
, but adds, too, to the
number of people who are finding
that the Osteopathic treatment is al
that we claim for it, Of course in
some instances relief Cr cures are
quicker than in others, as is but
natural.

a

•1

If you are suffering from any form
of nervousness, liver, bowel, stomach
or kidney trouble of asthma, chronie
headaches. neuiraigla, rheumatism,
lumbago or general debility, don't
wait tcolong before doing something
for it, but come to see me and let
me make a diagnosis of the case and
tell you frankly what Osteopathy will
do for you.
Osteopathy is not a cure all, nor
will it cure in a night; there is nothing occult about it,—just a scientific,
rational, back to nature treatment
that is doing much for suffering humanity,
DR G. 13. FROAGE,
Phone 1407, 516 Broadway, upstairs.
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*ID*
We have the men who know
how to do your woik just as
It should be dode, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with on the
neat time you need any printyou some money. We know
we can give you satlsiactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
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sr accepted by both sides opt icon views,"-e-eWaahlOwtoll _Slate
iiim of reeportethitet
Iterstodiale-fie
:hile-con-carae, tsmales :and rInd- it the start, &mean opprirtunite for
arid -swain in
try for the death of Motormen Geo
viebee of al kinds.
advancement. Age limit for •n,sn
LOST- Lady'serail .witeh, closet
H. Filtsgertild in a trolley Wreck to
LADI1013---Our ratalogue teachte with a trade, 21 to 15. Boys 1:7 to
oath foa attaehed.. engraves
fee,
Mewed.
Statute
Prohibition
Chariton Catty on August 29 lest
we teach hairdressing, maralcur- 25. rood, locigCng, medical atterdMontgomery. Ala., Nov. 14.--j-• "Sue" on fob, on Broadway bet weer how
Judge Pierce sentenced Smith to•six
was passed by Rudy, PhillipS & rompany and Thir info' facial massage. etc., in tea snre and SO.) outfit of elettling free.
prohibition
Statutory
correction
months.in the hottee sat
)ruhriel4tata
to Rudy veeks, mailed tree. Moler College, Apply basement Ptettofficsi Building,
the Alabama house of representatives teeoth street. Return
rewned It, Louis, ado.
aPeduceb, KenOucky,
receive
Fifih and Broadway. Opp. Palmer House.
and
Co.,
&
Pbelht
,
j
today,
The Evening Sun-10c. a !reek.
•
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4. IN Tfil COURTS

Keep Warm

And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.

Vonforts
$1 to $10

.lankets
35e to $10

This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.

Zlanket 6peeial.

$1.75

IOCAL NEWS

SPECIAL VENIRE
FROM HARRISON

¶1.25 to $75.00

Don't fail 2 C the Best Line

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS. t

I

The Use of
Toilet Cologne

Neroli Cologne

tt

•

50c

•

IP MIS

IIPZ

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
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ARMY CANTEEN AS
SOURCE OF EVIL

!army about forty-four years ago. The
patter was never in the regular army
but In the volunteer service in the
;
iSpaeish-American war. And yet the
!genera/ public sumenses all these permen, to be sureherged with knowledge of the canten by personal eatperience and observation.
"Who is this darkeneth counsel be
(lateral Daggett Says it NN as
words without knowledge"
et have received letters and verbal
Feeder to flogger ii s.
messages from (effete's, tram chaplain to colonel, approving my poi
Many people suffer from Blood Pion on the centeen,
but nearly alp
officers Acquainted With Institution Poison and don't know it.
Read ways with restriction, 'conedentiale
M. DALTON,
"
%Vert- .511 tasposed to It—
Symptoms.
Easily
cured
B.
by
B.
B.
403 Broadway,
"The following general officers of
(.rant
If in have aches and pains in the
Ignorant.
Kith Warren the Jeweler.
bones, lack or joints, Itching, Scabby the army we-re cpposerto the Can,
skin, blood ft,is hot or thin; Swollen teen: Gene. Wes, Howard,
coavnicPee
Shatter,
eiantis, Risings and Oun,pe on the skin
Sore
or Mouth, failing hair. Henry. Ludlow, Carlin, Almon, Mita
Pimples or oft*, nsi‘e 4ruptions. Cancer- Wessels, Wint, Kimball,
Ray, Mae
IT WAS NOT POST EX('HANGE. ous Sores. Lu
ris or Sorts on Lips. Face
or any part of the hod), Take flatmate and. Joe Wheeler. All of these were
Stood Balm. (B. B. B.) Guarantee-el to In the.regular army during the
excure even the worst and most deepseated cases. B. is. is. drives all poi- istence of the canteen, except Gem
Gen. A. S. Daggett, U. B. A., has sonous matter from the system and Wheeler.
sends
Rood of pure, rich bled direct
"But there is a simple remedy for
devised a plan that he says will solve to the askin
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
surface. In this ‘visy,,Aclies
the drink problem in the army and and Pains are stopped. all Eruptions, this Whole matter. If tits
Sores, Pimples. even cancer and every
All Kinds of I lauling. Second
revolutionise the military service. In evidence
,
of Blood Poison are quickly ton authorities will say to
an address at Nashville Sunday night htaled and cured, completely changing officer and enlisted men, that, othe.r
and Washington Streets.
the enteo body into a clean, healthy things
be teed if a system of limiting de- condition.
being equal, all selective Spr
Thousands of the worst cases
eared
erable details and making
by B. B. B., arter all other treat- pointmeres and Impel:tent and deterPre-moWarehouse
t one in the non-commisreoned coterie ment failed.
ab4e,details sh-alt be given try preferCURES ITCHING ECZEMA.
ot the army to the total abstainers—
Watery blisters. open, itching sores ence to the total abstainer, the army
Both Phones
letting it be knonti the seedier rho of all kind, all leave after treatment will be revolutionized "
with 11.13. B., because these troubles are
thinks has nothing to expect, the caused ey blood poison. while IL IL It.
kills thd poison, makes the blare. pure
rmy will be revolutionized.
:Rid rich, heals the sores and stops the
Gen, Daggett is one of the few Itching.
BOTANIC nt.00n BALM. (II. B. IL)
army officers who opposes restoration
is pleasant and safe to take; composed
of the carrteen to the army. He was of pure Rotttnie ingredients.
SAMPLE
present at the W. C. T. U. national ENT,FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS, or
convention by invitation and Sunday sent by express. At $1 PER LARGE
eight he delivered the foilowirre ad- POTTLE, with directions for borne OF ALL KINDS OF MON-MITI* IN
cure.
ILLINOIS Is COMPLETE.
dress before a great crowd at the ReSold In
Paducah, Ky.. by R. W.
Sar.:tary Plumber
Walker & Co., W. J. Gilbert, Lang
man auditorium:
• ..
Brost. Alvey & List.
"The canteen was first established
at Vancouver barracks, then iVastthree squares' of Waehingten bar- Total Is $1.1314.02.2,398, Making a
ington territory, in 1582, or there
racks, D. C., says Major Sylvester,
Large Increase, Equally Disabout. It was called an' amusement
tributed.
room. Its object was to licep the en- superintendent of polar of Ilistrict•
of Columbia. when the canteen was
listed nen away from the outside
Repair Work Solicited.
establialled than when it was abolralvone by furntislang them with _ a
lobed. The sante applies to Fort
place of resort in the garrison. A
Seringfield. ale Nov. 14.—The
Meyer, Virginia. The fact is. the
room was fitted up with thaws neeeeBoth Phones 201
eanteen Is a ft, der of the salaam, total equatized amassment of person
132 S. Fourth St.
sary for -intoeene amusements and
creating and tareeether.ing tee beer al property, lands and lots for the
323 Kentucky Avenue.
lunchceueter attached thereto.
habit, and then sending them out for year 19.07 aggregates $1,135.622a911,
latees of the garrison made the
in st ronece drink
a 'cording to reports by committees
.
attractive. as eels. charming ar y la"Several °nears and other per- of the state board of equalizatite
well 90110
which were eloped this raternao:
41612 tees knew how to -do. It w
who hay
had
no experienee
patronized the very first eveeing. The
This year's figures show an
with theeantet la in the regular army
Lumber of soldiers visiting it iv.Irish Tune charms Snake.
In time of- peers, have written in lev- crease of $121e965,736, or almost Is
sr emcd geatly to etijoy
cruisedtill it became ,aecessisey to
There -Axe seems asaleente if ;he;wind musts. Since thee --att---rhe
ee-et-ate- It'Is but fair to the publer Per aellt._tierer_ the
tidd aficatlaer• footri.— Beer, nor any
Soho section of
that they should know how little ment on these three classes of prop-1
N
elle Saullys ioung and old ha'.' been
tele r fiestecant., was allowed In it.
are said to believe thls
opportunity some of these have had tea, tat year, when the total wase
to the snake, which has be- The hard drinkers would
go their
le hang told thers:
to inform thanselyee on the subject. 11e015.653,622. The increase is d
come qsite ;suet --New York World. way te the saloons.
It made a sharp
• MTS. F. P. tieully was haneleg
Gers. Grant and Fur.ston were not, albuted about equally among
dividing lIn between the good and
elothee on the line
of the canteen'. Neither of theni three chimes of property. The tot
her yea! when1
Their leteteite Dogs.
bad, the farmer largely in the majorshe happened to whistle a few barn" POU:tly
knows anything abent the effects of equalized aseessmente reported to t.
-Setter.
ity. It was tried as an taperiment.
of her favorite air. "The Wearing or . '1, ay:ler—Pointer.
the, canteen in the rem:sr army in beset are as follows:
It was a success from the beginning,
the Green." To her arnazenteet Si
time ,of mate. by personal exPee- Personal property .: $ 244,819,65e,
u duelers -Chow.
and without the sale of beer.
whip
glided from the wood ple
• 391,94l4,4)Ss
Purse and observation. Service in Lands
Shoe
and tan.
"This should be noted. When.
near by, halted and seemed festinat499,898,4als
the voitratiere In time of war is of Lots
Foote:di payer--Coach dog.
inbsequeetly, hoer was introduced, it
ed by the must... When Mrs. Seely
no anal for this purpose.
Creok --Shepherd.
was sold in a separate loom when
Total ......
ceased wetreing tht snake vanished
$1,11S,622.3S"CepL D. T. Merrill wrote for the
Ti anistt re—Whippet.
practicable. The beer room then be•
In the woodeee.
Outioek an article favoring the canSae:or—Mastiff.
came the Ma:fp attraction, the other
teen.
I
the,
find
Pier
captain
Adveritoge.
On her Lesbanda le turn from tflee
Aeronaut —Skye.
entersd the
rooms being less and less patrootzed,
regular army In Septanber. 189e. lie
copper wo.-ks, where he is erapayed,
Fight promoter--Pug. :
until in some cases they were patecould" not have seen a canteen in
Mrs. Scully told him how tine- MugPolk. mare—Pull.
teeny abandoned. What was the
time of peace.
iy the had played snake-. harmer.
Cuspidor manufacturer—Spitz.
price? The beeletss canteen gave tfie
"CSI. Churth and Major Seaman
**There are others.- lanehed Scully
Mekman—Water spaniel.
better class of men, the majority, an
wrote artiales three or four years
and he went to the and and whistled
imports]n ity to epee(' tbetr— leistire
"The Wearing of the Greene' Jr. a
Living for men is the best evidence time amidst moral and elevating sur- ago favoring the canteen. whkh were
published in the North American Re
few morntna the snake appeared anti of loving Co:I
roundings. They were being educated
view. The fee or
'sued ?sem the
by these lieluencse. Good habits
were being termed and confirmed;
ung mea-would be d4schargeel and
go to their homes with -as good habits an when they enlisted, and
strengthened by valuable experletea
'se
With the beer caerteen, the temptation to drink was comptantly befere
them. Preesure. as I was informed
'
‘
N
s
-A man's vocabulary 's always larger
was brought to bear upon the tctiii
than a woman's."
CD
abstainers which none Ina the etrongIt is the store that does sell Rs
"Yes, but a woman's is more persistest (meld meet. Nine-tenths yieldno rchandise at real cash prices and ent."—Philadelplett Press.
ed. and were discharged with the
does give cash on cashie^ checks.
beer habit fastened upon them. Beer
did not keep the hard drinker in the Notice the blatant
inconcistenobstadaers which none but the strongNNW
St

A LITTLE TALK
about heavy overcoats may be vela
Able to you if you drop in on us and
iet us give you pc:plate-1i as to styles
and materials for stylish and handacme garments. Everyone knows
'he nthey are fitted at our rooms
that they always bear the stamp of
fashion and gentility. We are waitleg for your order. Cold weather
has arrived,

111

POISON
ETS,
Si:.

AigniffimaiimigmaggmaggagelMIMMININ

63 Copies for 1 Cent
our best timutless and srnearless carbon papers and you
can get from 175 to 200 clear cut impressions from each sheet.
Our best grade comes in blue, black and pimple at S2 65 per
box
What better do you want in the way of satisfactory goods
at a low price ?
See our special carbon for pencil use at 11.00 for 100 sheets. 4.
This does the work as good ah any carbon made.
Our Wearbest Type Writer Ribbons are the finest made.
We are selling them at 65e, any rolor and for any machine.

BOOK AND
D. E. WILSON THE
MUSIC MAN
At Harbour's feltspartroent Store.

City Transfer Co.

W. IS Paxton,
President.

for Storage.

I

P Puryear.
Assistant Cashier.

Cashee.

lac•rmor•t•es
Capital
Surplus
titockholders liability.

$100.000
50.000
100,0o0

ED. D. HANNAN

Total security to depositors
$2.150,000
Atetiunt% of Mile- Maier and
flans solicited. We appreciate
small as we41 as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treat
nt.

Steam Heating Expert

Interest Paid on Tine Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM T TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and Broadwa•v

HAPPY AS A C14,131

In pleb water is the man who gets
one of our fine briar pipes and a
package et Forked Deer emoirtng tobacco. They are the poor man's
friend and solace, as well as the rich
man's pleasure. We have a fine assortment of pipes. smoking tobacco,
chewing tobacco and cigarette. Everyone knows our choice brands of
cigars, especially our 222 at 5 cents.

hi

1

ci) ti)

g •-

a u 0,

Department Store

The store for all thrifty people

THE SMOKE HOUSE,
2lirz Broadway.

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Fire,
'Life,
Aceldetta
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Office Phones °id
N•w 369
359
CearirelatiVil

Steam Boiler,
Rindi,
Pate Glass,

Cargo,
Hall,
Fes-ater.
726
Residence Phones Old
Now 726

Building, PactuCzah, Ky.

if3

N CN1 >
z

cy of most merchants on

final remit? Simply this• The beer
Cashier's Checks.
canteen made the total abLsainer a
etenmon sense instinctively permoderated drinker. and then sent ceives that
a merchant is not selling
them all to the autside saloons. a goods at
real cash prices who adverthis theory? No. I have seen IL tises to
rake cashier checks at $1.05
Many others have seen the name. And or more in trade
when he won't
this, Is just what common sense give you even
what they call for in
teaches,
real money.
"This inettitution was called canar reader, aren't you far mere
teen till F'eburary 8, 1S92, when -the Intelligent
than
such
merchants
name was changed to 'post exchange; think?
Why some merchants prices
but the beer or saloon room retined are-so high
that they ought to give
the !same canteen. When abolishYou even a $1.25 of their merchan
teem When the canteen was abolish- dise
for a enabler check or any other
ed. February 219!01, only the can- kind of a dollar.
teen or beck room was abolished. The
poet exchange remained and-does to Next
this day. 'It has a fine building at
and 16th
many posts, a gymnasium. reading
room and library. lunch counter, and
We will give
store for general merchandise.
A CLOAK OPENING
the soldiers' club.
The reeresentativas of a prominent
"In November. 18811. I was eta
manufac.turer will be here wita sevtioned at Baccer. Philippine
eral hundred garments ready
to
The troops had net been
paid In
many months. The emit exchange deliver at once. Will be glad to have
officer Made great- preparafam for you come.
pay-day by stocking the canteen with
ads of WM.. Pay-day came. The
men patronized the canteen till loaded with beer, then went to veto dea
for something stronger. A tare.
percentage of the men litteame drunk
Alt attack was threattned in (-orate
quence of the caretaker of our men.
The ormaranding officer wired to the
division commander the condition of
affairs, asking far saber troops. They
came as fast as the sSeantee. could
The McPherson Drug Store Sea
bring them. I doubt not ths "travel
viceatsusds high above all com•
of these feat troops preveated an atpetitirs. and although widely
tack which might have been disastI in i toted and cmistantly copied.
OUT sustomers know the dill,.
rous. just on account of the condience Let weal McPherson's Sertion of our men. Thc canteen did net
vice and ordinary Drug Stkire
In this time keep the men away from
Service.
the vino dens and saloons. ft eid
Our Policy is
not at Forts Onialia. Neb., Porter. N.
original.
Our
lbleti
Asginnilterinto, Missoula an
r---SUccass is phenoMonal.
‘
-'
- --Criiter, Montaoa; Logan,
. Sill, Ok.
If You Want the best in anylahoma and letutehtleaS Arizona.thing and everything that
seeved at ail these poses, and others ,
oitteleedest a titillieWase
rev
""'-"C-1
IT-6 Setit
irifitititirViT KAP' an
-pile want It alisthe -meet
near irmy poet.. where there te rn()
reasonable pricelstilitIM, Iryou
want it prorepOr0411- fonlrant
eneteent So they will, and. as Mealy,
It with Abs(•Inte sattstantion to.
If net more, whore there is a canyourself, then come at 0006 to
teen. There wore more aloons on
or telephone lsJ, Both Phones.
Four ale! Otte-halt street, within

41‘

Do Your Shopping With

CASHIER'S CHECKS
Read the Proposition Below; It Means
$1.05 to You for Every Dollar Spent
With These Merchants. .* .•

Friday and Saturday,
November 15th

the undersigned merchants, agree
allow five
W E,per
cent discount on all purchases made of us,
to

and paid for at ;the tinie of_purchase with cashier's
checki. on any of ihe Paducah banks until further notice.
Signed:

The M c Pherson
Drug Store
Service

RUDY PHILLIPS & Co.
WALLEILSTEIN BROS. •
NAGEL & MEYER.
GEORGE ROCK SHOE CO.
J. L. WOLFF.

SUPERIORITY

NMI
:7) Z
.

CC

<
>
1)
_CC e-a- Me *4- Z ete!
tAj

z

•

Z(i) Cr.0:1 Q. C21
•••10- '4WD

•••••••••••••••••••,

R. W. WALKER & 00.
ELL GUTHILIE & CO.
F. N. GARDNER, JR., CO.
MRS. C. W. GERARDL

NI'l'HERSoN DIM: STORE.
B. WEILLE & SON.
WILL J. GILBERT DRUG STORE.
PURCELh & THOMPSON.
ROY L CULLEY & MO.
J. W. GEAVES & SON.
HANK RHOS.
le G. GULLETT & CO.
GEO. O. HART & SON.

All merchants will honor cashier's checks for their
face value and are gild to get them, but the above merchants will allow you five cents more on every dollar's
worth of merchandise, bought of them and paid for
in
cashier's checks on Paducah's hanks.

MeSnalleer

S

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

49a.

ASSESSMENT

R. Rudy,

A

1
THURS.
- )1V, NOV .MBER 14.
•

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for
•

We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.

S. II. WINSTEAD
Drugslast
Seventh and Broadway.

11ENRY MANMEN, JR.
MKMOVIIIID TO THIRD AND

suorrucnit.
Beek Binding,

Bask

Work, Lew

and Library Work a specialty.

Dr. H. T. Hessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
Office Houas:
2 to
8 to 10 a.m.
Both Phones 270

4

p.m.

Watch the
Label

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

The
Heal
Mat
Doesn't
go up
theflue

TENNESSEE RIVER
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N

t

een do no better work than to look
after and urge the immediate expenditure of the money that we now
d
ho
av
oe
o, alt ot u
oirokcoom
mui
plaendo.wo
if this is CON'!

POSITIONS SECURED
Or

ftltsnoy

A(T given, backed by 0300 000 00 capital and 18 )ears'

Irt ts t; 1c
l'ESS

PRACTICAL
will be provided for in tae next bill
looking to the speedy completion of
Business Colleges
the river. Your association, by callattention to the necessity of the
pmArcAii, 3L1 linetlway, and Evansville and Se Louis.
Will Have Big Attendance at. ing
work, has done and can do much Bookkeeping. Banking, Slieetharte, Pelll11111,411p, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
more good. While the proposed deep by business zliCu. Also teach Inc rain. Write, pane, or Lail for Catalogue.
Knoxville Convention.
waterways under discuslon should
30 C...; fa I I @ g toNab Irt 17 kittuttA411.
meet our approval, it is clear that
duty to the people living in the states
Congressman John Moon Says He that border the Tennessee river reAnte-ilia:item Attention to Thai
quires that we should see to it ghat
Stream at Regular Session.
interest in the Tennessee is not lessened, but augmented if possible by
the proposed great waterways imYou receive intense, direct heat
provement referred to. The MissisJOHN
PATTEN
TELLS
OF
WORK
211-213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Hy.
from every ounce of fuel burned—
sippi river at its present depth can
easily carry all of the freight that
there are no damp chimneys or long
may be borne to it on the Tennessee.
pipes to waste the heat from a
Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 14.—The If this great waterway shall be deepTennessee River improvement asso- ened, It Is our interest to see to it
ciation will meet at the rooms of the that it Is not done at the expense of
Knoxville board of trade tomorrow Tennessee. The Tennessee river is
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
morning at 10 • o'clock. President the third greater river In the United
Thomas R. Roulaek. of SheMeld, and ilates. It has been neglected more
Carry it from room to room. Turn the wick high
Secretary W. B. Royster left for tiThi it should have been in the past.
Is-By
or low—no bother—no smoke—no smell—automatic
Knoxville this morning to complete 'Your convention can do a great work
smokeless device prevents. Brass font holds 4 quarts,
arrangements for the convention.- It In assisting in securing the proper
burns 9 hours. Beautifully finished in nickel or
is expected every part of Tennessee recognition of the importance of this
ja2an. Every heater warranted.
valley will be well represented at the HOY..
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN:'ER
I wish your convention much sucmeeting. - Knoxville is planning atTheiWo Larnn gives a bright. steady
tractive entertainment for the dele- cess in its endeavors.
I" light to read by-a
JOHN A. MOON.
INCORPORATED
gates.
just what you want for the ibng
Speaking of the (oleo ntion yesterevenings. Made of brass, nickel plated—latest imday, J. A. Patten empeasized the imROGERS' LIVERWORT
proved central draft burner. Every lamp warranted.
portance of the attendance of the
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
II your dealer cannot supply the Perfection Oil
Chattanooga delegation. "I fear there Iv, the complete cure of Cough., Colas,
Asthma, and Bronchitis and all Lung corn
Heater or Rayo Lamp write our nearest agency.
is no general appreciation of (be im- platois
tending to C inaumption. 1.1••rortirt.
STANDARD OIL COMPAIIIIP
portance of this meeting," said Mr. Tar and Wild Ch•rry hare for aces mainfl000nparstiodi
tained an established reputation ass tasdard
Patten. "We have come to a new rough Remedy. It conians no opium 0. hertn•
ilrog can he given with Nfeity to children.
epoch In the improvement of our
Price VIM ;sold by &Ivey & List.
river. Judge Moop's membership on
Williams MTN Co,, S cops.. Cleveland.0,
the railroads to have them enjoined. the important rivers and harbors
WILL DE RUSHED THROUGH.
Thswe eeeni; no reason to believe committee and the early completion INDIANA HAT MAKES EASHIoN.
Plan for, Railroad Bills in Alabama that they will not be through and of the Colbert. shoals and the Hate's
How:Leedom
IA•gislaturv.
signed by the end of the week. They liar lock and dam Improvement make Millinery of Girl Sr
Mitkes Sensation of Broad% ay.
much different from
provide for a 5 per cent. increase our position
House wiring, electric plants installed,
what it has been before. Then the
over the old commodity rate bill.
Montcomer y, Ala.. Nov. l'.—The
New York, Nov. 13.--Front Inprojected power plant near Florence
Complete machine shop,
ecterne of raieroad bille, presented at
which provides for the improvement diana to Broadway—that's a far cry.
122.124
N.
Pourth
t.
That which pleases a refined alit] of Little Mussel shoals is well as giv- indeed. But the cry has been heard
th sugges
,
tionr of Gov. Comer, were
Phonose 7157
all reported favorably in the two a reflective reader must be good, al- ing six to nine feet at Mussel shoals by Broadway. And now
we have
houses of the ieeslature today. They though the artillery of criticism be Is a matter of great interest. It Is right here the hat that comes iron:
tear also known that the engineers have Indiana.
are in eeriest. each house having the played upon it. The falling
same, so that they may be rushed blots out Aristotle.
It's the most startling hat that
recoihmended the complete canalizaMEN AND WOMEN.
NNW
through. They clestrify (tie railroads,
rac•
la for unnatural
tion of our river. The attitude of the Broadway ever gazed upon. If for
51.14ANE
111141•NMENNIANi•INTNTIEEINNI,
abandon the principal of commodity
For submission, mercy: for resist- people of the valley toward this pro- nothing else than its size. It Is e
iteatmleoll
ltrttatioas or sinermenel
IIIIIE•••
...PIA....
OE
MINEMbISMIL,
clamitication and are so arranged Mt ance, war to the knife.—Ancient jeet will be largely determined by feat 8 inches in circumference. 2 feet
Prequer
Old Phone $42,
Paint..., and not anete.
Firsastarktaalts, cent or wiwisons.
niaBti it praeticeelly innioseible for Roman.
the Knoxville convention,. j don't !4..41.4.111a.ler _Wel a loot
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expended balance then on hand to the dinal Gibbons, of Baltimore, chancel- siastical, religious, civil, political and Fowler-Crumbaugh A Co's Office,
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DRAUGHON'S

SON
GUY
NANCE
&
Indertakers and Laibalmers

1 THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

PERFECTION Oil Heater

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

R. L. McMurtrie

RHEUMATI

D BLOOD

B0DY RACKED WITH PAIN

Mattresses

NEW STATE HOTEL

PcAirch Ky

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses

t

do a general
livery business.

he Tilly Livery Company
(Incorporate&
Fourth St. an Koitucky

S.

•

LARK'S

KIIiNEY
GLOBES

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

Memphis, Tenn.— October
18, round trip, $6.25, Forrest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala, — Round
trip $9 35, Oet. 19th and 20th
returu Out. 27th—Accoun t
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip $695, Oct. 19th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points In the south and southwest, including New Orleans
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good returning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN.

City Ticket Oftlee,

-Att-etty Tioket Mar
R. M.PRATHER, .
Agent Union Depot

NINE SUMMERS OLD

Early Time

Jack Beam
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If you haven't worn'.
Roxboro clothes
maybe your experience with
inferior make;has taught you
something.
Have
shape?
with

your

clothes

kept

Do you feel satisfied

them?

Have they

proved to be worth the price?
Maybe you'll take our advi.
this

fall and

get

into 11,,

best.
Roxboro clothes are made
of pure wool fabrics; or wool
and s lk.

INSURRECTION IS
ANTICIPATED BY
SOLDIERS IN CUBA

It's the only thing

worth buying in clothes.
We sell these goods.

v45.,. 80,k450u.rfanos
vile

flazowl.
IABLIVIED use

'1 s\N . Wild-Cat Stills Are Deroreyed.
sOlasgew, 'eye Nov. 14. News was
ref'iVed here of the destrurtien of
two wl8ç t stela or. Roaring river,
-In Jackson eounty, Tennessee. oppos:te Monroe
unty, Kentucky. A
rumor has been oing the rounds in
theethin nestle. to.
shiners were extensiv
operating in
Monroe county, Kentucky, and it has
been thought also that bee nd mash
coliTlag from that section w
being
brought to this place and dIspoip4 of
on public days. Deputy 'Marshal
C. Morgan headed a posse on Saturday last, and destroyed two stills,
one within half a Emile of the other.
The output together with a large
amount of beer and whisky was destroyed and though the sties showed
signs of immediate operation. the officers failed to capture the moonshiners.
High School Practicing.
The High school footbail team is
working hard getting ready for Mayfield Saturday. November 23. The
game wll be played here ant. althtugh the local boys won a first
be played here and algame
fought battle and information has
been received that the visitors will
be greatly strengthened for the game
here, so the boys will not allow
themselves to get 'cold" or "rusty.''
After Mayfield the High schoo; team
will go to Heekinsvele to play the
Hopkinsville 111h schtel on Thanksgiving da:i

River Stages.
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:\ ansville
15.0 1.3
oren
n g.
4.1 0.1
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8.S -0.6
Carmel
3.6 0.2

rise
rise
rite
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Sentences lu a letter received from
Cuba to Sergeant Blake (tom Prank
rise
Morgan, a soldier recruited in Padurise
cah, and who ia now in the engineer
fall
corps in that island, are significant
of future developments in this gov'eta:burg
4.9 1 1 flee
'
ernmeet's protege. The letter, which
5.8 0.2 fall
Louis
Is short, is as follows:
Vernon
13.9 0.3 rise
"Havana,'Cuba.-I have just ar:Micah
1ui.7 0 6 rise.
rived in Cube and I must say that
Cuba is far better than the Philippine islands in every respect. The
Swelling waves that rocked the
tieople are more civilized and the
hartboat until the officers ran out
American soldier is more respected
see the (-suttee. showed the magnatl.
than among the Filipinos. Of course,
it weenier Alton coming into wialr quarters here at full speed late
you know what ive are expecting
here at any time and the date is riot
sterdtty afternoon. Without doubt,
this is the handsomest steamboat on
set for that. If you have any more
Any river today, and as it passed
recruits send 'them to the engineer
(-ores In Cuba, for we are in need Of
yestertlay under full steam.
Ne.r men waved their MLR in adme
a few more men. I am sure they
s ion. The waves createt by the big
will be pleased with the country. I
will try to remain in: Cuba for some
e-amer rocked the wharfboat, as it
:s never been -rocked before. In
time to come. Your friend.
1;id suesession the remaining boats,
"FRANK :MORGAN,
; :onging to the bey-he fleet, will
"Co. F., Engineers, U. 5, Army."
-me to Padtatith for the winter, inThe eigniticant sentence, "you
Hiding she Grey Eagle. Bald Eag:e.
know what we are expecting anti
:read Eagle and towboat Eagle with
time," means rumors of another ino• Cape Girardeau, dispatch boat
eurreetion in the island.
• no. quarter and derrick bests,
Sergeetut Blake advertised Mayrges and ierseibly the St. bouts
field well anti a station may be opensarfboat of the company. Captain
Fred: "Last neaht as you stood in the moonlight I cwt.:het help but thia. ed there at etated times during the
M. Street piloted the Alton to this how much I would Irks to kiss you."
year.
: y and may bring in the Cape GimeFreoa: to‘v•11, ths poet says: 'The thought of ycstorday is th• action o+ to
s au Sunday or
Monday. During
day.'"
,• winter repairs wilt be made on
1 the boats, and the suittales being
itehased here will stimulate trade river in an hour or two.
the association to be Is fine cozdisong the river merehants.
Gauge reading this morning strow- tion. Neails- all of the tobacco outHigh above poesible competition ed a rise of .6 sheet yeeterduy
men at the round house say
side of the association has been purfor the honor. Paducue stands as the
Eveneville hugeness wait handled
las lee was the coldest of the sea
chased
at
from
8
to
12
cents
per
mistress of the internal rivers of the today by the Duebar and the return
, and to substantiate their conpound. It was shown from the reUnited States. The number of bOats trip from Paducah atiowed a pioking
tention pointed to tee toes of big
ports submitted that there are
own-rug this harbor Is greater than up.
about 100 "hill billies" in the
in- icicles that were hanging from the
that of any other river point, and
The Kentucky will arrive toreght try.
cinder cars, where water was poured
ytsterday a new towboat, reprevent- from the Tenireseee river and wait
the night before to cool them. Some
The following commit
ing a new tie company, arrived to over as usual until Saturday before
was ap- of the ieistes almost reached the
pointed to memoralize
ester the busineni oat of this port. returning.
resentatIves ground.
'the Nellie Willett, owned by the
_scat= In rongreas to sand Govinst Iona TelseelelltusilteLThe- 1111101S 'Central pay' car was
ne-Tra company arNaih- the chief of engineers are: Miesin- ernment Agent Morgan again to bulletined today to be here Saturday
a
ville, arrived last night and left to- sippi river, between Otto and Mist Clarksville a
to extend thanks to about 10 o'clock.
day without delay for thy Tennessee souri rivers. $250,000; be.ween Mis- Mr. Morga
uring his stay in Clarks
Mrs. C. F. Akers. wife of the well
es Linebaugh, A. B. Kille- 'trt money ',11
river to bring out six barges of ties. souri river and St. Paul, $500,11111>: vine: J
tulation and shoithi
Conditions were never more favor- between St. Paul and Minneapolis brew Cr, T. N. Hoskins, R. Y. John- relieve the local stringency to son..
so
able for the development of the tie $2:9,54.1.
James Meacham and Claude extent.
oke.
business in the Tennessee and CumMissouri-Chu:age river, $16e;014•
Supt A. H. Egan, of the Loutsvit
eland rivers to the highest points,
Tennessee and Kencticky-C
air. Charles H. Fort, president of division of the IllitiOis Cantrell, cans ,
millions of ties a-re there and bet-land river, above Nashville,
the association, was present and when in this morning from Inulton and is'
prIcO are becoming attraetive to 000; Kentucky river, $519,0
called for a speech he said he re- Immediately for Princeton.
pureharrene. Captain W. S. Par* is
Official Forecas
joiced at the privilege of being presSirs. C. F. Akers, wife of the w.
in command of the Nellie Watkies.
The Ohio at Evansv e, not much ent and hearing the good reports known air brakeman at the shops. r'
Two bargee of the Martha Hen- change during the ext 24 hours. from Montgomery county. Ile spoke turned yesterday from a visit to e.:
r.en broke loose ,last night and drift- then rise again.
t Mt. Vernon. will of the home-coming of Mr. Felix ativtis at Dexter. ,
ed down to the towhead island be- continue resi
during the next 36 Ewing, who has been at a private
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes.
tween Paducah and nroektiort, where hours. At Paducah and Cairo, will sanitarium In New York. He said he of the Fulton district, was here yeathey htin); up-and: Weeft plebe off toe continue rising during the next twoi did not like the name- board of di- hard ay.
day. The Martha Henrietta will leave days. 4(,
rectors of the association because it
I
today for the Tenneseee river after
The Tennessee from Floren Se to sounded too much like bankers; that PRESBYTERIANS DEMAND
ties.
s.
the mouth, will continue rising dur- the farmers' association was a move"IN GOD WE TRUST" ON COIN
The- Tom Doe:: worth, a towboat not ing the next two days.
ment for the people and be was one
often Sten in Paducah, passed tip
The ITiseiseippi from beam' St ; of the peoree and in favor of everyCincinnati, Nov. 14.-The nations
yeeterdity from Memphis with a fleet Louis to above Cairo, will continue - thing being managed by the people. convention of the
Presbyteria
of empties anti the machinery and to fall slowly during the next 36 1 He said "we should go back to first Brotherhood today passed a r. - .
boilers for the John Meran. whitt) hours.
principles and have the.. business don (-ailing upon Pootsevelt to
.•
rank near Memphis late year., They
transarted on beefless principles. "In God We Trust" on all coins.
will he carried to Louisville.
Tobacco Asitociation
The little differences in the organiaThe Mary ati.huel win arrive toClarksvi111. Tenn.. Nov. 14.-The,don, he said, would not hurt but only
The hardest thing about dying is
day from the Tennessee river with Dark Tobacco, Growers' association'breaks the monqtony of the work that death never consults one's wishties.
held a very Interesting meeting here. and makes us stronger and more de- es in so important a matter.
The City of Saltillo arrived last Chairman Polk Prince presided and , termined to stand firm against the
night from St. Louis v091 a ca-oil there was a large attendance of metne enemy. Starkey Hogan also made
The T. H. Davis of Joppa made a
Hid got awa.
; rs. The district reports showed as address.
flying visit to Paducah last night.
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A CLOAK OPENING

COUPON BOND

4r_
I 7

Oae year or fifty years from now, your letters in
other people's files will look as well as the day they
were received if they are written on

@CMDP@RKI3CONE
COUPON BOND

betters by age, because it is made slowly.
You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is wily a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers.
The "feel" would tell him the character of the paper. Its
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manufacture.

Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
Get a month's supply. of
Yourself.
Make an experiment.
Coupon Bond from your printer and check up results.

The SUN Job Office
Both Phones 358.

NOTICE

A

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

Department Store

HEREAFTER

Some merchants pr ices are so li ,gh that they ought to give you even $1.25
of their merehandise for a Cashier's Check, or any other kind of a dollar.
Common sense instinctively perceives that a merchant is not selling merchandise at re ii cash prices who advertises to take Cashier's checks at $1.05 or
more in trade when he won't give you even what they Call for in real money.
It pays to buy in a store like this that does sell its merchandise at real
cash prices, and for that reason gives you cash on Cashier's Caecks.

North Third Street, Just Off Broadway.

Tomorrow is This Store's 4Ist Friday Bargain Sale
We have provided some merchandise wonders for tomorrow. We will make it a great bargain feast -a most memorable
bargain feast. You're invited to come. -We will cash checks for our cu*stomers Friday and Saturday as far as we can.
A GREAT SALE OF 111611EST
CLASS AIILLINFRY
it Ilaigailn Prices Both Friday and
saturilay.
The firest, tb lase, the newest
Hats, alluring :n beauty ..rd rich in
masslot tlegrance. Eery lake means ,
a 'saving to you. This rie a perfeet
exhibit of all that is new and correct
in Milnli.:TY at the lowest prices we
hay:, made this season.. Don't misS
this opportunity to buy the best and
&aye money, t(fo.
REMARKABLE VALUES IN SILKS
AND-DRESst GOODS FRIDAY
•
.AND SATURDAV.
Yard wan. Back Taffeta Silks
worth $1 25 and $1.35, special tomorow at 59- and 94c a yard. Every yell' of Dress Goods In our
great stock at SIPPdfil bargain prices
"Fildity
EThgant4-1-77. --Droadelo::,, for 89s; Eitteordinary

Great values from 19c to 96c a
yard.
"No other store will sell, you such
remarkable values at oiir prices.
WOMEN'S SUITS AT LARGE -14't VI NGS.
Far less than regular prices Friday
and Settee:lay: No other store will
attempt the low prices we make you.
WONDERFUL VALUES IN WOMEN'S SKIRTS.
They are positively unmatchable
In Paducah.
$2.00 Skirts at 95e.
$3.54) Skirts at $1.95.
$5.00 Skirts at $2.50.
Ertraordinary valuee at $3.85,
$4.94), $5.5',), and $6.95,
Friday and Saturday will be stirring days here for Women's ('oats.
In adttition to our already great
itrbfg representative Manufacttirer's line will be on display for imWe
. evY
Friday and SaStrilitay will tor-our
greatest.. Cloak 'days -for the fall of-.

1907. Perhaptelt may be your beet
opportunity to secure the Coirt -you
want. This opening sale closes Sat)rday night at 9:30 o'clock.
•
Note the prices and hurry for these
Wash Goode.
•
No such bargain prices have been
mode before this SfkitSlli
15t yard wide Kiminona Flannelette,for 10c.
15c Plaid Dress Goods for 10e:
15c yard wide solid colored Gingham; for 10c.
15c Double Width Suitings for 1:0c.
15e Mercerized White W'aistings
for 10e.
. 15c yard wide Percales for lee.
'15e yard wide Bleached Muslin
for 10c.
12lec yard wide Bleached Muslin
for 8 1-3c.
lec Cotton Batting, 3 rolls for 21e.
leo Inkbt Outings
Ginghams for 7-c.

HOrellERY AND UNDl
eeal WEAR.
All at very special bargain prices
tomorrow. Friday.
•

CIA/THING DEPARTNIENT.
Bargains for Friday and Saturday.
Men's 75e Gloves for 50e.
Men's *LH Gloves for $1.00.
501c Underwear for 4'dic.
Men's 75e Underwear for 54e.
Men's $1.00 Fur Hate for 75o.
Men's $1.5.0 Fur Hats for $1.00.
Men's $1.00 Overalls for Sec.
Men's $2.00 Pants for $1.50.
Men's $4.00 Pants for $295.
Men's $5.00 Pants for $3.50.
Men's 115.0n Suits for $10.1)(a.
Men's $18.00 Suits for $12.50.
Men's $25.04) Suits for $15.00.
Boys' Knee Pant Suite.
Boys' $1.54 Snits for $1.00.
no,yte $2.00 Suits for $1.50.
Doy's $3.00 Suits for $2.04.
' Gee' filfr gluts Tor11:1417
Boys' $9:54 Sulis for *6.00,

GREAT SHOE SALE
Both Friday and Saturday.
Soule Women's ;1.75 Shoat for
$1.5,0.
-Some Women's $2.50 Shoes for
Some Women's $3.00 Shoes for
$2.00:
Some Women'e $3.50 Shoes for
$2:50.
afen't4 Shoes.
Some Men's $2.5•0 Shoes for $2,00.
Some 'Men's $3.•00 Shoes for $2,25.
Some Men's $4.04 Shoes for $3.0e.
Boys' School tahoes from $1.25 to
$2.75 a pair.
Girls' School Shoes from $1.00 to
$2.00 a pair.
CARI'ET DEPARTMENT.
$13.50 Druggetts, size 9 by 12,. for
$10.00.
$214.00 Druggetts, size 9 by 12, for
$15 04,
425-cqL_PegiseAlsiize 9 a.
,

L3ti-aE-k

Gee Ingrain- Carpets at 45r.

75e Bruesels Carpets at 59e.
$1.00 Velvet Carpets at 89e.
7 foot Window Shades at 2.5e---Floor Oil Cloths at special prices.
Lace Curtains from 35e a pair an.

GROCERY BULLETIN.
20 Ms, Light Brown Sugar for 11.00
IS lbs. Granulated Sugar for $1.410
24 lb. hag Moutnd City Patent Purity
Flour for
5 tbs. fresh Navk Beans for
25c
Picnic Hams, per pound
10e
1 Gallon Pure Apple Vinegar
2ne
3 pkgs. National Slue Ribtena
Oats
25e
3 pkgs. Toasted Corn Flakes
8 lbs. Good buck (toasted
Coffee $1.
3-boxes Fresh 'SeedlessRaisin.
boxes Fresh Prunes for ,
gee
3 boxes Fresh Currants fer
25e
SkYARgratigLAW1,41,.140=-1tr:..-nr.'
8 bent
Star Soap for
:t5C.
Cotti Oil per gallon for
11+

4
*4

Some Store's $1.05.in.Trade Proposition for Cashier's
Checks Glistens But it is Not a Bargain.

Friday End Saturday, Nov. 15-16
- It's worth coming tomorrow and Saturday. The representative of a
prominent manufacturer will be here with several hundred garments
ready to deliver at once. We will be glad to have you cc-toe.

BACK UP YOUR
CRAY MATTER WITH

I

